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LET TER FROM THE MANAGING EDITOR

Dear Reader,
Welcome to our first and I hope, last Special COVID-19 Issue, of the Transnational Journal of Business. By way of background, in early May of this year I went to the
Scholar-Practitioner Publications Committee with the basic idea of putting out a special call for papers given the events and significant impact COVID-19 was having on
all of our faculty, students and institutions. By design, the call for papers was meant to
capture the myriad feelings, challenges and victories we were all experiencing. The call
for papers was released as follows:
Special Call for Papers: The TJB Solicits Essays on the Theme, Reflections on
the COVID Crisis—Transitions from Classrooms to Quarantine. Selected essays will become part of a special issue of the Transnational Journal of Business
(TJB) to be published in Fall 2020. Possible topics include technology challenges and solutions; pedagogical strategies; student challenges and perspectives;
emotions and adjustments.
I think one can see this call for papers cast a very wide net and the results speak to
this. In this issue you will find purely quantitative research presented, personal essays
and what might best be called case studies of best practices. Let’s all hope that through
the sharing of these personal experiences we all regain a bit more comfort in knowing
that we are not alone and that this new normal, while challenging, will not defeat us.
The spirit, tenacity and emotion that comes across in these pages will speak to that. As
always, I want to thank our authors, readers, and reviewers for all of their hard work.
Sincerely,

Justin Matus
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Student Experiences During the COVID-19 Pandemic:
An Exploratory Survey of Park University Students
Alla Adams, MHA, MPH, Ph.D. and James Vanderleeuw, Ph.D. — Park University

i n t roduc t ion
In January 2019, a novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV2) outbreak started in Wuhan, China, and quickly spread around
the world. The World Health Organization (WHO) declared a public health emergency of international concern
on January 30, 2020 and announced it as the COVID-19 pandemic on March 11, 2020 (World Health Organization, 2020a). According to WHO’s Situation Report 103, the global total number of COVID-19-positive cases
reached 3,267,184 by May 2, 2020, with 229,971 reported deaths (World Health Organization, 2020b). A global
health and economic threat, COVID-19 has brought extraordinary disruption to higher education, forcing campus closures and rapid transition to remote teaching. Many faculty and students had to learn on-the-fly how to
use novel technologies. It has become, therefore, imperative to examine how students experienced this transition.

A

growing body of empirical research is students in China (N=66) to determine the dose-reemerging from Asia, Australia, and Europe,

sponse relationships between the COVID-19 death

perhaps because the COVID-19 outbreak came there count, physical activity, and negative emotions – found
first. In China, long-term isolation policy in response the severity of the COVID-19 outbreak had an indirect
to COVID-19 had a complex influence on the mental

effect on negative emotions by affecting sleep quality.

health of college students (N=992), specifically on the

In Australia, isolation was found to be related

symptoms of obsessive-compulsive disorder, hypochon-

to a higher caloric diet intake in female students and a

dria, depression, and neurasthenia (Chen, Sun, Fend,

decrease in physical activity in both sexes among under-

2020). A study with two online surveys of college stu-

graduate students (N=509) (Gallo, Gallo, Young, Moritz,

dents (N=555) before and after their COVID-19 con-

& Akison, 2020). In Italy, the lockdown caused a signifi-

finement in China found factors such as having inad-

cant decrease in physical activity among undergraduate

equate supplies of hand sanitizers and a higher year of students (N=384) (Galle, Sabella, Da Molin, et al., 2020).
study to be predictors of increased anxiety and depres-

In Ukraine, a survey of undergraduate students and lec-

sion (Li, Cao, Leung, & Mak, 2020). Zhang, Zhang, Ma,

turers (N=2,789) found numerous psychological issues

& Di (2020) – in several longitudinal surveys of college in students related to lack of live communication, inabil9

ity to retake missed practical classes, increase in tasks, n=196); age categories ranged from under 18 years
lack of time to complete tasks, obligations to carry out

(0.2%, n=1) to over 57 years (1%, n=6). The majority

family, limited access to computers, and parents trans-

were female (n=339/510), and respondents reflected a

ferred to remote work (Prokopenko & Berezhna, 2020).

range in status: 14% freshmen, 15% sophomores, 24%
juniors, 28% seniors, and 19% graduate students (n=72,

Methods
This current survey was designed to investi-

75, 120, 145, and 99 respectively, out of 511).
Effect of COVID-19 Lockdown on Students’ Personal Life

gate Park University student experiences relative to

When asked how much stress the students

personal life and educational factors during transi-

are feeling about the potential consequences of the

tion to COVID-19 lockdown. Park University is a pri-

COVID-19 pandemic, 46% felt “a great deal;” 40% felt

vate, nonprofit, liberal arts institution with more than

“some” stress; and 14% responded “little or none” (n=

16,000 students, 77 degree programs, 31 certificates,

236, 208, and 73 respectively, out of 517). Eighty-four

and 41 campus centers in the United States (Park Uni-

percent reported they did not become ill as a result of

versity, 2020). Thus, student experiences will broad-

the coronavirus, 2% responded that they became ill

ly reflect university student experiences related to the and 14% responded that they did not know whethCOVID-19 epidemic generally, and can serve as refer-

er or not they became ill (n=476, 11, 77 respectively,

ence to guide institutions of higher education in plan-

out of 564). However, 27% (151/565) had a friend,

ning educational interventions to support the students. family member or coworker who became ill with
Undergraduate and graduate students taking COVID-19. Among this group, 22% spent up to 20
classes in the Spring term at Park University were in-

hours per week or more, and 37% spent up to 10 hours

vited via email to participate in an online Campus Labs per week taking care of, or providing, emotional supsurvey during the lockdown period (April 23 – May 11, port to them (n=28 and 47 respectively, out of 127).
2020). Respondents were informed that it was not man-

Thirty-one percent of students (n=179) had

datory to respond to all questions and that the respons-

their employment adversely impacted as a result of

es will be kept confidential.

the pandemic – 14% had work hours reduced, 5% ex-

Results
Demographics and Background

ited their job, and 14% were let go from their job and
were unemployed at the time of the survey (n=76, 26,
and 77 respectively, out of 563). Among those who re-

A total of 566 valid responses were received by the end mained employed, 49% could reliably engage in social
of May 11, 2020. The modal age range was 18-22 (39%,

distancing at work, but many could not. In response to
10

the question whether they are able to engage in social the pandemic; 34% felt unclear about how their face-todistancing at work, 18% responded “sometimes,” 15%

face or blended course would transition to online; 28%

responded “almost never,” and 18% responded “not noted too much noise and distraction due to their chilsure” (n=216, 80, 68, and 81 respectively, out of 445).

dren staying home; 28% worried whether the universi-

In response to a question regarding what they ty would cancel the term (n=276, 176, 173, 142, and 142
worried about, given the changes at the university respectively, out of 514). Students were also asked about
caused by the epidemic, 69% identified “doing well in any technical issues that they experienced with online
my studies now that my classes are online;” 47% noted learning due to social distancing: 54% had an issue with
“paying my bills, e.g., tuition, loans, rent, Internet ac-

reliable Internet access; 31% had a communication issue

cess, medical bills;” 35% reported “losing friendships with the instructor; 22% had a technical issue taking a
and social connections now that classes are online;”

quiz or an exam; 19% had an issue with access to a com-

28% responded “accessing the technology needed for puter with necessary software; 18% had an issue with
my online classes;” 14% noted “having access to health

access to textbooks and required coursework materials

care;” 10% indicated “having enough to eat day-to- (n=190, 108, 79, 67, and 64 respectively, out of 353).
day;” 8% reported“ having a safe and secure place to

Students were further asked what the faculty

sleep every night (n=311, 212, 156, 126, 61, 44, and 25 or the university as a whole might do to assist in conrespectively, out of 450).

tinuing their education: 66% wanted more flexibili-

Effect of COVID-19 Lockdown on Students’ Educational

ty regarding when assignments are due; 44% favored

Factors

face-to-face and blended courses be reinstated when
Among the 68% of students enrolled in a face- possible; 33% wanted improved communication from

to-face or blended course that transitioned to online

instructors to students; 33% wanted the availability

(349/517) – for 34% (119/348) the transition was not

of courses increased; 31% favored increased access to

easy. Students were asked about the challenges they financial aid; 24% sought improved communication
faced in their courses during the pandemic. Fifty-four

from the university to students; 23% wanted all courses

percent felt they did not have enough time to submit kept online; 23% favored an increase in the availability
assignments, given other responsibilities caused by the

and ease of advising; and 18% wanted courses online

pandemic; 34% reported insufficient consideration giv-

but with synchronous activities (n=328, 219, 167, 165,

en by the instructor to changed circumstances caused by 154, 121, 114, 114, and 90 respectively, out of 497).
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Discussion and Conclusion

Regarding their education, students’ main con-

These results reflect one survey at a given cern is doing well in their studies in the online environpoint in time. Cross-cultural comparative studies will

ment. Flexibility regarding when assignments are due

augment the findings presented here as will longitu-

is important, as are technical issues and time availabil-

dinal studies that will enhance our understanding of

ity. Students need time to become familiar with online

the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on levels of learning, and synchronous activities should be includstress related to personal life and educational factors ed to provide a bridge to the more familiar face-to-face
in university students. This said, survey results reveal

environment. The institution and instructors need to

students are facing financial, personal, and education-

ensure timely communication with students. Universi-

al challenges as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. ty leaders should take the responsibility of supporting
The outcome is high stress levels, physical illness in

the students financially so that they can stay on track

relatives, increased time commitment taking care of ill

to their degree completion. Proper counseling services

family members or friends, and adverse employment

and advising should be available to support the mental

effects. These findings are consistent with the empiri-

health and well-being of students.

cal studies conducted in Asia, Australia, and Europe.
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The Ship in a Storm:
What Kind of Scholarship in a Time of Crisis?
Richard Barnes — Western Governors University

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has touched human-

as many institutions prepare for their first planned se-

ity more rapidly and more seriously than any other

mester of all-online or mostly online delivery, is what is

major disaster of the modern era. For the first time since

to become of the traditional faculty balance of teaching,

World War II, a major global crisis has centered itself in the

research, and service? This article attempts to address

west, killing hundreds of thousands and sickening millions

that question and argues that, in these unusual times,

just in Europe and North America. At the same time, the

faculty must pivot from a primary focus on field-specif-

pandemic has combined with generational political forces

ic research to focus instead on pedagogical research and

to stretch democratic and economic systems and threatens

particularly on the pedagogy of teaching online.

the American perspective of entrepreneurial capitalism

Tension exists between the different facets of the

that has become dominate over the last century. Across

academic persona, but none is greater than the tension

the west, and particularly in the United States, major in-

between scholarship and teaching. Both have tremen-

stitutions, including universities, are creaking under stress;

dous rewards, but each demands tremendous amounts

some are cracking, and some will break.

of academics’ most precious resource: their time. A

Universities all over the United States are un-

generation ago, Ernest Boyer1 famously redefined

der pressure. Some of the pressures were created by

scholarship to relieve that tension to include the schol-

COVID-19, but many of them represent major, system-

arship of teaching and learning.2 Boyer’s model rapidly

ic flaws that have plagued American higher education

became dominate across academe, particularly in the

for decades. These flaws were brought to the forefront of

United States. Over time, the scholarship of teaching

educational discussions when COVID-19 closed cam-

and learning, as Boyer defined it, has struggled to gain

puses, threatened revenue streams, trimmed federal and

ground on an equal basis with its counterparts.3 Some

state tax revenues, and forced higher education, much

have even attempted to redefine the scholarship of

of it unwillingly, into a brave, new virtual world. One of

teaching as an integrative component expressing oth-

the major questions confronting higher education today,

er components of Boyer’s scholarship model, instead

1 Ernest Boyer was an educational thought leader and practice academic of his time serving as Chancellor of the State University of New York,
United States’ Commissioner of Education, and President of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
2 Boyer, E. Scholarship Reconsidered: Priorities of the Professoriate, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (1990).

3 Glassick, C., Boyer’s Expanded Definitions of Scholarship, the Standards for Assessing Scholarship, and the Elusiveness of the Scholarship of Teaching, 75 Acad. Med.
877 (2000).
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of an independent research focus.4 Richlin ultimately

Socratic modes of education are largely ineffective in

separated the scholarship of teaching into two compo-

a virtual environment. Teaching faculty have an im-

nents—the act of scholarly teaching and the pure schol-

mediate need to tap into novel methods of engaging

arship that reports those results.5 There are significant students and provoking the most difficult types of stuimpediments to an academic career built in the space of

dent skill and knowledge development. This need cre-

the scholarship of teaching learning. First among them ates an incredible opportunity for faculty to pivot out
is the challenge that there are very few well-rated jour-

of their more traditional scholarship activities and into

nals that publish teaching and learning scholarship;6 the scholarship of teaching and learning. The professocomparatively, there are numerous A+ rated journals in

riate needs to redefine teaching and then retrain itself

each business subdiscipline. Most business disciplines how to teach. That is a major societal problem, and for
(accounting, human resources, marketing, and others)

decades, academics have contended that scholarship is

do not have access to an A+ rated journal focusing on the best solution to the biggest problems of society.
teaching and learning scholarship in their discipline.7

Another great opportunity for academics is the

The lack of a publishing home, for tenure-track faculty natural experiment created by coronavirus. By forcing
who must publish or perish, guides faculty away from

higher education online and using fall 2019 as a con-

teaching and learning and towards the scholarship of trol, fall 2020 provides an opportunity to study online
discovery. Despite three decades of further refinement teaching and learning in a way that has simply never
of the scholarship of teaching and learning, teaching existed. Hundreds of thousands of faculty will teach
and learning scholarship remains a lower tier form of

online in fall 2020, most of them for the first time. Un-

scholarship than the more traditional scholarship of like their spring 2020 experience, for most faculty this
discovery.

will be an intentional and planned experience with the

Within this context of teaching and learning, a

full benefit of the summer months to properly prepare.

somewhat neglected discipline within academe, in gen-

Faculty will implement new and exciting pedagogical

eral, and business, in particular, we insert the corona-

techniques and the natural experiment will allow those

virus pandemic. Suddenly, society writ large and uni-

results to be compared to previous terms in a direct and

versities need the scholarship of teaching and learning

coherent way without the biases that have traditional-

and need it in a big way. The traditional lecture and

ly afflicted teaching online (such as a preference to put

4 Hill, P., Twenty Years On: Ernest Boyer, Scholarship and the Scholarship of Teaching, unpublished (2009), available at https://bit.ly/2Y29NuM.
5 Richlin, L, Scholarship Reconsidered, 86 New Directions for Teaching and Learning 57 (2001).
6 Currie, R. & Pandher, G., Management Education Journals’ Rank and Tier by Active Scholars, 12 Acad. Of Management Learning & Education
194, 204 (2013) (determining through survey that there are only three A+ and only eight A- or greater journals that publish teaching and learning
scholarship in all of business).
7 Id.
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the best and most experienced faculty in classrooms

would not be otherwise permitted. Third, and most in-

and relegate online teaching to the least experienced or

terestingly, an institution could waive a required pub-

weakest faculty or vice versa).

lication for research projects that are unpublished but

In order to accomplish the rehabilitation of the demonstrate specific, sustained improvement in teachscholarship of teaching and learning as an equivalent

ing (as measured by student, peer, and/or department

discipline, universities must adjust faculty research ex-

head teaching evaluations). To an extent, this represents

pectations either to focus on the scholarship of teach-

a merging of the teaching and scholarship components

ing and learning or to provide and explicitly require

of faculty evaluation, but such a merger is consistent

a certain amount of scholarship in the teaching and with the literature.10 As Boyer, Glassick, and Richlin all
learning space. Some institutions have already taken agree, the scholarship of teaching has two unique comthis step. For example, the strategic plan for the Univer-

ponents – the act of teaching itself and the publication

sity of North Carolina at Pembroke School of Business

of the methods and outcomes of that teaching.11 Both

indicates value for scholarship that benefits students.8 activities are the scholarship of teaching and learning,
Within the Boyer model of scholarship, the only type so a partial merging of the teaching and scholarship
of scholarship that can be expected to benefit students components of the faculty role is reasonable.
with any degree of urgency is the scholarship of teach-

COVID-19 presents unusual challenges and

ing and learning. There are numerous ways to put pref-

opportunities for higher education. Most important is

erences of this type into action. First, institutions can the opportunity to rehabilitate the scholarship of teachreduce the amount of teaching and learning publica-

ing and learning as a valuable and impactful scholar-

tions that are needed for tenure relative to other types ship space for tenure-track faculty. Additionally, there
of research. For example, an institution operating on a is the opportunity to take advantage of the natural extenure policy requiring three major publications over periment created by the sudden transition to predomifive years could allow three publications of any type or nately virtual teaching. Finally, there is the opportunity
two publications in the teaching and learning space.

for institutions to encourage additional scholarship in

Second, considering the lack of A-rated journals in the

the area of teaching and learning by building incentives

teaching and learning space,9 institutions could allow within the tenure-track promotion model that encourteaching and learning publications to count toward

age scholarship of teaching and learning over other

tenure even if they are in a B or B+ rated journal that types of more traditional scholarship.
8 The University of North Carolina at Pembroke School of Business, Strategic Plan, last accessed June 15, 2020, available at
https://www.uncp.edu/academics/colleges-schools/school-business/about-us/mission-strategic-plan.
9 Supra n 6.
10 Supra n 2, 3, & 5.
11 Id.
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The Best Laid Plans:
One Professor’s Response to the
COVID-19 Global Crisis
Julianna Browning, PhD, CPA, CMA, CGMA — California Baptist University

D

uring the spring 2020 semester, I was Since I had already set up the course in Blackboard to
teaching undergraduate accounting courses in

use all of the online tools, materials, and resources that

hybrid format to a traditional, main campus student I would have included in an online course, students
population. The semester was progressing well and

were familiar with the Blackboard course layout and

we were preparing for spring break. Then, the world comfortable with navigating the system to get course
seemed to stop. On March 12, 2020, my institution an- material and information.
nounced its first step in responding to the COVID-19

Since I laid the foundation for the online materi-

crisis: spring break would start early and span more al in my courses up front, I thought it would be straight
than two weeks.

forward to “flip the switch” and convert the course from

The plan was for campus-based classes to re- a hybrid to a fully online format. After all, the technosume on March 30, but we would not come back to logical components of the course were already in place,
campus. Instead, we, the faculty, were to transition all

ready to go, and familiar to the students. This meant the

face-to-face and hybrid classes to Remote Instruction

technology component of the transition was seamless.

to complete the rest of the semester.

I taught extensively online and knew how to navigate

Having taught fully online courses in our Divi- online learning so the teaching component of the transion of Online and Professional Studies, I had signif- sition was seamless for me. The learning component of
icant experience teaching online and hybrid courses. the transition, though, was not fully seamless.
I actually set up the Learning Management System,

In fact, students had varying degrees of engage-

Blackboard, for my hybrid courses very similar to a ful- ment and success with the transition to Remote Instrucly online course. From Day 1 of the semester in January, tion. Some students had no problem with the transition
I supplied my students with all of the course material

and continued to learn the material, complete assign-

in Blackboard including chapter PowerPoints, fill-in ments, email questions, and perform well. On the oppolecture handouts, and my personal step-by-step lec- site end of the spectrum, other students did not log in
ture videos on YouTube to accompany those handouts.

to Blackboard after March 12, did not complete assign16

ments, and did not respond to emails. These were the

frequently with my students via Blackboard announce-

students that needed extra help and support.

ments, but I also provided different types of commu-

Going into the first few days of our response

nication. My announcements were not just about in-

to the pandemic, I quickly realized that this was not structions, assignments, and due dates pertaining to
simply about flipping the switch to change the learning the course. I also offered more heartfelt thoughts and
modality for my students. My students were experienc-

feelings including my personal experiences and inspi-

ing substantial trauma and I needed to provide help, as-

rational passages to encourage them.

sistance, and support well beyond the course material.

Second, I scheduled several virtual meetings

Some students had housing difficulties because each week to answer students’ course-related questions
the dorms and student housing were shut down. Some on specific theoretical concepts, assignment instrucstudents did not have compatible devices to access tions, and specific homework problems. I wanted them
coursework at home. Other students were frozen by to know that I was still there to help them and they were
fear and anxiety and could not bring themselves to fo-

not alone in the transition, in the course, or in the pan-

cus on course material. Still other students worked 40

demic. I had a varying degree of attendance at these

plus hours a week as front line workers to support their scheduled meetings, but I recorded them and distribhousehold when their family members were laid off or

uted links to the videos so everyone could access to the

furloughed. My students were experiencing substantial information when it worked within their own schedules.
stress and uncertainty.

I also let them know that I was open and available to

Even though I am a very engaged professor un-

schedule individual phone calls or meetings if they did

der normal circumstances, I felt compelled to go above not feel comfortable asking questions in a group setting
and beyond the norm. My students were silently hurt-

or if the designated meeting time did not work for their

ing. I needed to help them. My driving force during the specific schedule. This let students know that I was availsemester was to truly meet my students at their needs.

able for them and flexible to meet them on their terms.

I reached into my online teaching toolkit and

Third, I reached out to students regularly as

got started. I knew I needed to provide more substan-

individuals beyond the course-wide communication.

tial personal outreach to help my students during this When I saw a student’s homework scores go down
unprecedented time. To do that, I employed five themes week-on-week, I sent a personal email. I let the student
for outreach and strategic intervention.

know the impact on their grade but, more importantly,

My first method of outreach was extra course I offered help with the course and asked how I could
communication. Not only did I communicate more
17

support them, thereby leaving the door open for more

communication.

When students responded to my and allowed students to reduce their stress, at least as it

emails, more often than not, the student understood

related to this particular course.

the material. The issue was personal in nature. Once I

Finally, all of this goes hand-in-hand with under-

knew how to help them, I did.

standing and empathy. I knew this semester was going

Another important email I sent out regularly

to be unique and the status quo was not going to work.

was to acknowledge and praise students for doing well Some students had personal tragedies and did not have
or improving their performance from the prior week. an outlet or any way to process their trauma, pain, and
Especially during the uncertainty of the pandemic, stu-

grief. Other students just needed an ear and a shoulder

dents were reassured by this positive affirmation and

to vent or process their experiences. While many media

saw that I was (still) an actual person on the other end

outlets and celebrities touted, “We’re all in this together,”

of the computer who noticed their hard work, effort,

it was important for me to acknowledge that we all go

and progress and, more importantly, who cared about through difficult circumstances differently. I wanted my
them as people not just as students.

students to know that I was there for them and commit-

Fourth, I wielded abundant grace and patience. ted to help them through their course and the pandemic
As an accounting professor, neither of those charac-

as much as I could and in any way I could.

teristics come naturally. I am usually quite strict with

Regardless of whether it was subconscious or de-

homework due dates. This is important not only be-

liberate, I believe many professors used one or more of

cause the course material builds upon itself throughout these strategies in some form to engage their students.
the semester, but I am also very aware of the profession-

For me, these techniques are not new or novel. They are

al implications of being able to meet deadlines in the

staples in my teaching toolkit and I use them in every

workplace. During this semester, I was much more le-

course. The main difference was the degree to which I

nient on due dates. If students communicated that they used them and the intensity of my intentionality.
needed an extension for any reason, I gave them extra

These students did not intend to take an online

time. If they still had issues, I gave them more time. accounting course when they enrolled for the semester.
I essentially took the stance that students could get as

Because of that, I felt a greater responsibility to shep-

many extensions as they needed for any assignment herd them in their journey. I monitored every student
during the semester but I always offered them a phone

every day. I reached out to students daily. I created a

call or virtual meeting so I could personally help them

virtual open door policy for students to get the help

work through any conceptual issues they had. This flex-

they needed. Anecdotally, I saw a very positive relation-

ibility provided a bit of relief during uncertain times

ship between these strategic interventions and student
18

outcomes during the pandemic. My students learned a
lot despite the pandemic and so did I. Moving forward,
I plan to use and expand on these strategies. My hope
is that I can show students how much I care for them as
people and not just as students.
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Student Reactions in Asynchronous
Online Learning in the COVID-19
Emergency Crisis in Higher Education
Bonnie J. Covelli — University of St. Francis

T

Background

to post lecture materials; and more. Much of the early

he COVID-19 pandemic moved into the advice was about how to transition real-time, in-person
United States in January 2020 and by March, teaching to real-time, virtual teaching (Darby, 2020). It

it had gained momentum (CDC, 2020; WHO, 2020). soon became clear that “emergency remote learning”
Over a very short time span, organizations were forced was not the same as online learning (Shisley, 2020). Exto respond to changing public health conditions.

perienced online instructors know there are other ways

In Illinois, the first COVID-19 stay-at-home or-

to successfully teach online, and the asynchronous

der became effective on March 21 (Pritzker, 2020). This model is one that has been adopted and researched for
effective date hit either during or near the time that decades by many institutions of higher education (Darmany higher education institutions had spring break.

by, 2020).

Therefore, after the break, most classes in all modalities

The students in this study were asynchronous

were mandated to take place in a virtual setting. The online students before and after spring break, so their
research in this pandemic is quickly evolving as our

modality of instruction did not change due to the

colleagues in education seek to share value-added in-

COVID-19 crisis. Studying students’ challenges in

formation to the field and to measure the impact of the

courses built for online learning provided a unique op-

switch from face-to-face to online learning.

portunity to view the students’ needs in crisis without

During February-May, there was an onslaught

the added factor of changing instructional modality.

of industry-written content posted to online periodi-

It is conjectured that most individuals at this

cals and industry associations suggesting best practic-

time experienced some changes in circumstances. This

es for online learning. As institutions quickly switched

research is supported with data about students’ barri-

from their traditional methods of teaching to an all ers and challenges to success in learning. Researchers
virtual platform, there was much advice from industry

also reviewed data on how the institution can support

experts and non-experts on how to teach online; how

students during and following the crisis. The data are
20

presented to provide insight for institutions to use to terms, the researcher then attributes a coding analysis
support students in the future as the COVID-19 crisis to like-terms.
develops into new stages or for future unknown crisis Results
situations.

First, students were asked about their biggest
challenge during the semester. There were 75 total re-

Methodology

sponses reviewed in this data set. The strongest rela-

This research-based approach reviewed sec-

tionships were in the areas of academics and work. In

ondary data from course evaluations for asynchronous

the second tier of challenges with academics and work

online courses taught in the spring 2020 semester at a were time and family/friends. Weaker challenges were
small, liberal arts institution located in Illinois. The six financial, health, changes, and external issues. Stress
graduate and six undergraduate courses were chosen

and concern also ranked in the lower half of the data

by professors teaching asynchronously, online for the sample for this research question.
entire semester (pre- and post-COVID-19 emergen-

The figures presented provide a visual web view

cy switch to online). The courses were in the areas of

of the categorical relationships. Stronger relationships

healthcare administration and business. Five full-time are indicated by a dark thick line and weaker relationfaculty members with extensive experience in the on-

ships have a thin line. No line indicates little to no re-

line asynchronous learning environment voluntarily

lationship. The tables provide the text analysis catego-

added three questions related to the COVID-19 emer-

ries ranked highest to lowest. The selection percentage

gency to their course evaluations.

is the percentage of respondents who were coded in a

The research questions were: What were the

particular category.

students’ biggest challenge during the crisis semester?
What could the institution do going forward to help the Figure 1: Text Analytics of the Biggest Challenge
students during the crisis? What barriers to success did
students’ experience?
The qualitative data were reviewed using IBM’s
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Text
Analysis software. The software provides coding capability and uses advanced linguistic technologies to
organize the data into categories and links associations between the constructs. After an initial coding of
21

Table 1: Text Analysis of the Biggest Challenge

Table 2: Text Analytics of Supporting Students

Secondly, students were asked about how the
institution can support them during and following the
crisis. There were 55 total responses reviewed in this
data set. The strongest relationships were between help/ Finally, students were asked about their barriers to
support and academics. Relationships included: posi-

success during this time period. There were 65 total

tive with university and academics, positive with facul-

responses reviewed in this data set. The strongest re-

ty, and academics with faculty. Weaker areas of support lationships were between psychological, academics,
were in the areas of focus, imbalance, feelings, commu-

and work-employment. Other relationships included:

nities, events, leader, and staff.

• Psychological, work/employment, and negative
• Psychological, work/employment, and family/friends

Figure 2: Text Analytics of Supporting Students

• Academics, work/employment, and time

Figure 3: Text Analytics of Supporting Students
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Table 3: Text Analytics of Supporting Students

whom also lost childcare support services (Blau, Koebe,
Meyerhofer, 2020). This included “healthcare workers,
protective service workers (police and EMTs), cashiers
in grocery and general merchandise stores, production
and food processing workers, janitors and maintenance
workers, agricultural workers, and truck drivers” (Blau,
Koebe, Meyerhofer, 2020). These job categories may
have matched the students involved in this study.
The findings also link challenges, academics,
work with time and family/friends. Even though these
students did not change modalities in their academ-

Discussion

ic studies, the impact of time and family/friends was

The findings demonstrate that for these asyn-

clear. One of the comments in this category stated:

chronous online students, there were challenges due to

· My biggest challenge this semester was getting

COVID-19 in the areas of academics and work. Sur-

through the semester with all that is happening

prising to the researchers was that both financial and

in the world, with home & family and work.

health concerns ranked in the lowest categories. One of

Again, the idea of balance is a theme that impacted stu-

the comments in this category stated:

dents’ ability to focus on academics.

· My biggest challenge has been balancing work,

In the area of help and support, the data demonstrated

school, the kids, and their remote learning due that academics was the strongest relationship for areas
to COVID-19. I am currently trying to find time of support. In general, the students had positive comto teach my second grader all things rainforest ments about the support they received, but this could
and cursive (along with all other subjects) in the be an area of continued focus as institutions proactively
few hours I have before their bedtime.

plan for future semesters that may continue to be im-

Perhaps financial and health concerns were not as criti-

pacted by new public health policies and procedures.

cal since the need to balance work and home consumed One of the comments in this category stated:
extra time. The students’ job type may have fallen into

· I was thankful to [the institution] for working

one that was critical during this timeframe. Frontline

with our class, for being accommodating and to

workers during the COVID-19 pandemic included

our Professor who was very helpful and infor-

individuals who could not work from home, many of

mative.
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The students point to the idea of flexibility in

This may be a result of students experiencing these bar-

the area of support. Another student used the word riers, but finding other resources to support them rath“lenience” when “dealing with unexpected transitions” er than feeling the need to seek these resources from
and attributed this to the idea of comfort.

the university.

The data also support the important role of
Conclusions and Implications to Practice

faculty in the area of help and support. The faculty
members were on the front line in the academic online

While this study was limited in scope, it does

classroom, so it is quite possible that students looked to provide critical insight and data to demonstrate the
the faculty members for the areas where they were in

impact of the COVID-19 crisis on a body of students.

need. Surprising to the researchers was that focus, im-

As institutions make plans for future semesters where

balance, and feelings were not ranked highly by the stu-

COVID-19 issues will likely still be present, additional

dents. In addition, while mental health was mentioned emphasis could be placed on student support for asynin the results for challenges, it is not ranked in the top chronous online courses. Faculty can offer flexibility,
categories for this question. However, when reviewing presence, and compassion. Institutional resources such
the data for barriers to success, students listed various

as libraries, academic support, and counseling can also

psychological and academics as the two top categories.

support student learning.
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Marketing During Mayhem: Educating Students on
Marketing Automation and Crisis Management
Communication During the COVID-19 Pandemic
D. Ashley Elmore — Georgian Court University

F

ormulating long-term marketing plans is Examine current marketing plans and evaluate need for
modifications to automated/prescheduled advertising

an integral part of branding and corporate com-

munication. The strategic plan guides all marketing

Once a marketing plan is established and con-

initiatives to ensure a shared vision and consistent tent has been created, many companies utilize marbranding. However, companies encounter inter-

keting automation to pre-schedule their digital media

nal and external events that disrupt their previous

posts, ensuring materials are posted on a specified

planned promotions. The COVID-19 pandemic is date. Hubspot 2020 defined marketing automation as
an example of an incident that required reevaluating using software to automate repetitive marketing acpre-established advertising materials and provided an

tivities such as email marketing, social media posting,

opportunity to formulate new coronavirus-appropri-

and even ad campaigns. Additionally, automation is

ate campaigns. Being flexible, redesigning marketing,

utilized not just for the sake of efficiency, but also for

and embarking upon crisis management marketing a more personalized customer experience. Anthony
becomes essential. As such, educating students on

(2015) summarized marketing automation as the use

best practices in marketing during mayhem is crucial. of software to automate marketing processes, such as
This paper will outline new learning goals that customer segmentation, customer data integration and
were integrated into the course BU346: Social Media

campaign management.

Marketing to educate students on crisis management

The utilization of technology to implement

marketing communications during the COVID-19 marketing and forge deeper consumer relations is
pandemic, the adaption of previously scheduled mar-

widespread and continues to increase in use. Murphy

keting, and the creation of new campaigns. Table 1

(2018) suggested that there are 292 platforms to fa-

lists the newly formulated learning objectives.

cilitate marketing automation to serve more than 2.5
million websites worldwide. Sweeney (2018) estimated
that spending on marketing automation will reach $25
billion by 2023.
25

While many benefits arise from this technol-

While the cases listed above made marketing

ogy based preplanned marketing communications, mistakes, many companies adjusted their advertising
content must be reevaluated based on current events

initiatives. A survey by the Advertisers Perceptions

or crisis situations. McDonald (2020) emphasized the Company sampled 203 of the Ad Pros affiliate compaimportant of internal teams and agencies reviewing the

nies to gather data on modifying marketing campaigns

content across all communication channels to evaluate during the COVID-19 pandemic. Table 3 illustrated
or edit the automated or pre-scheduled emails, mo-

how the coronavirus has impacted adverting efforts of

bile communications, social posts, and advertisements the sample. See Table 3.
during the COVID-19 pandemic. McDonald (2020)
warned that previously scheduled content can come
off as tone deaf or irrelevant during periods of crisis
such as the coronavirus. Similarly, Daniel 2018 stated,
“When relevant and timely content is not immediately
implemented, it can set a business back years in their en-

Analyze case studies to identify themes and effective-

gagement with prospective and current customers.” p.1.

ness of COVID-19 marketing

Students debated the positive and negative as-

Next, students were asked to conduct research

pects of automation marketing and were asked to lo-

to locate examples of COVID-19 marketing campaigns

cate case studies or examples of companies who failed to identify common themes that were utilized. Students
to modify their marketing during the virus and assess investigated hundreds of digital advertising campaigns
potential negative branding implications. Table 2 out-

on social media platforms such as Facebook, Insta-

lines examples marketing mishaps of companies that gram, and Twitter and email to identify commonalities
did not edit previously scheduled marketing efforts

throughout. After collecting this data, students classi-

during COVID-19.

fied the advertising campaigns into common groups or
themes entailing: gratitude, cause/charitable marketing, humor, and entertainment/education.
Gratitude campaigns conveyed appreciation
towards COVID-19 front line workers who potentially exposed themselves to harm in order to protect the
larger population. This type of marketing took the form
of email blasts and social media posts.
26

Next, cause/charitable marketing occurs when newly found free time, or the desire to grow/learn
companies collaborate with a charity to raise funds to

during the pandemic of potential customers and tar-

donate or enhance awareness. During the virus, this was get markets. Such campaigns educated consumers on
frequently done in conjunction with gratitude campaigns.

everything from bartending, to building, to compli-

Francisca, Keith, Lilian, & Milton (2008) suggested that mentary courses offered by prestigious universities. See
firms are increasingly engaging in cause marketing (CM), Table 4 for examples of companies who utilized these
i.e., joining with charities or social causes to market a commonly identified themes.
product or service. Cause marketing is embarked upon
not only to serve a company’s mission to serve or passion
towards a charitable cause, but it is also a sales or public relations function. Krishna & Rajan (2009) attested that consumers obtain both a direct utility benefit from purchasing a product linked to a cause, and also obtain a spillover
utility benefit from purchasing other non-cause-marketed
products in the CM firm’s portfolio.
The next theme identified was the use of humor in advertising. Mainer (2017) found that humor is
Conclusions

a powerful marketing tool because it stimulates a level of cooperation towards a brand, awakens the parts

In conclusion, the COVID-19 pandemic was

of the brain which are responsible for memorizing the used as a teaching moment for BU346 Social Media
information, and assists a campaign in going viral. Marketing Students. Specifically, students compared the
Stanley (2020) attested that during the first few weeks positive and negative aspects of automation marketing
of COVID-19, companies were nervous about appear-

and the importance of modifying prescheduled commu-

ing insensitive and inappropriate in response to can-

nications. Additionally, students analyzed the corporate

celled events and mounting numbers of cases. Stanley

communications of well-known companies’ television

continued to suggest that now advertisers are entering and social media platforms and identified commons
a second phase in response to the global coronavirus

themes employed throughout COVID-19 Marketing.

pandemic and it’s one that will include more jokes.

It was concluded that most companies integrated grati-

Entertainment/Education themed COVID-19

tude, cause marketing, humor, and education/entertain-

campaigns attempted to capitalize on the boredom, ment into their COVID-19 branding strategy.
27
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Self-Efficacy and Improved Information
Technology Skills: A Quantitative Essay of Skill
Development During the COVID-19 Crisis
Michael T. Geier, Kristin Stowe, and Lisa A. Schwartz — Wingate University
in t roduc t ion
The recent COVID-19 crisis forced university students to leave a structured learning environment for an unstructured one. In a structured learning environment, students shape their skills after their instructors’ skills (Dynan et
al., 2008). In an unstructured environment, students have to practice their own self-directed skills with less support from the instructor. This change to an unstructured learning environment may affect skills students develop
during a semester.

F

ortune 500 training and development execu-

dent due to individual characteristics. During a crisis,

tives strongly recommend information technolo-

individuals who have high levels of self-efficacy (i.e.,

gy (IT) skills for business graduates (Zhao & Alexan-

believe in their abilities and competence) persist during

der, 2002). In an effort to increase students’ IT skills,

challenging tasks (Avey et al., 2008).

universities integrate computers into their programs

The aim of this essay is to explore if students

(Davis & Shade, 1994). This can be in two ways, via a who completed the spring 2020 semester during the
computer lab or by placing computers into the class-

COVID-19 crisis and have high levels of perceived

room. Research shows that IT skill development is self-efficacy assess their IT skills to be higher. In othmore effective in a computer lab than computers placed

er words, there may be a direct relationship between

in a classroom (Rule et al., 2002).

self-efficacy and IT skills during a crisis. The COVID-19

For classes taught in a computer lab, students

crisis sample will be compared to a spring 2018 control

are expected to acquire IT skills. When the crisis re-

sample.

moved the students from the structured computer lab,
placing them in an unstructured home environment, Theoretical Framework on Self-Efficacy and
Improved IT Skills During Crisis

it changed the overall learning environment. How this
change impacted students is an important question to

The theoretical framework was constructed

address. The effect may not be the same for every stu-

based on the Venn diagram shown in Figure 1. We sug29

gest that students with higher self-efficacy are more ef-

Self-efficacy is seen as a critical resource during

fective learners in an unstructured environment, such

a crisis that attenuates the extremity of a crisis (Hannah

as it was created by the COVID-19 crisis. Therefore,

et al., 2009; Kovoor-Misra, 2020). This may be, in part,

higher self-efficacy leads to higher skill development

because high levels of self-efficacy can lead to deeper

during crisis.

self-reflection and facilitate stress, and other emotive
responses to fear (Hannah et al., 2009). Furthermore,
individuals with high levels of self-efficacy believe that
they can positively influence their environment (Hobfoll, 2002). During a crisis, individuals with high levels
of self-efficacy improvise and are resilient. Therefore,
students with high levels of self-efficacy may have higher skill development during a crisis.

Non-Crisis Situation (Control Sample)

Perceived self-efficacy is defined as people’s be-

In spring 2018, two undergraduate computer

liefs about their capabilities to produce designated lev-

els of performance (Bandura, 1994). Businesses need lab courses were surveyed at a small private university
people with a high sense of self-efficacy (Sun et al.,

located in the southeastern United States: a 100-level

2016). Self-efficacy operates as an essential contributor

course (Excel business applications) and a 400-level

to academic development (Bandura, 1993). High levels finance course. The computer lab consists of 28 comof self-efficacy help students to master academic activ-

puters. At the end of the semester, students voluntari-

ities to determine their aspirations, level of motivation,

ly provided an assessment of their improved IT skills

and academic accomplishments (Schunk, 1991). Fur-

and completed a self-efficacy survey (Schwarzer & Je-

thermore, students with heightened self-efficacy have

rusalem, 1995). All measures were on a Likert scale

a higher motivation to acquire skills (Schunk, 1985). from 1 to 5.
According to Bandura (1993), students’ beliefs in their

The sample from spring 2018 had 51 partici-

efficacy help them to regulate their own learning and

pants (64.7% 100-level class, 35.3% 400-level class), and

be more self-directed, which is essential in an unstruc-

consisted of 74.5% males. All students were in the tradi-

tured learning environment (Dynan et al., 2008). There

tional 18- to 23-year-old range. Data analysis revealed

can be a gender difference concerning self-efficacy (He

that there was no gender difference for self-efficacy or

& Freeman, 2010).

IT skills. Linear regression was performed (Cohen et al.,
30

2003, R Core Team, 2020) and did not produce a signif-

as online surveys were used in spring 2020.

icant relationship between self-efficacy and improved

The crisis sample had 48 participants (58.3%

IT skills, indicating that during a non-crisis situation, 100-level class, 41.7% 400-level class), and 60.4 % males.
All data analysis was performed in R (R Core Team,

self-efficacy does not directly affect IT skill develop-

ment. Previous research established that self-efficacy 2020). No gender difference was identified during data
influences academic performance and the motivation

analysis. An independent t-test was performed to com-

to acquire skills (e.g., Schunk, 1985; Schunk, 1991). pare students’ self-efficacy in spring 2018 versus spring
Therefore, it can be assumed that another variable

2020. No statistical mean difference was found. The

mediates the relationship between self-efficacy and IT same was performed for IT skills and there was also no
skills (i.e., that there is an indirect relationship between statistical mean difference. Figure 2 shows the mean
self-efficacy and IT skills). For instance, Chen (2017) comparison.
showed that learning engagement mediates the link between self-efficacy and learning performance.

Crisis Situation (COVID-19 Sample)
The spring 2020 courses were virtually identical
to the courses in spring 2018 (100-level Excel business
applications, and 400-level finance). The same instructors taught them with no change in the class curricuNote. Values shown are the mean.

lum. However, the courses during the crisis were moved

online as of March 23, 2020 (week 12), and students The sample size needed for linear regression was calhad to use their personal computers in a home setting.

culated using a medium to large effect using G*Power,

The computer lab courses were changed to asynchro-

resulting in N = 41 (Faul et al., 2009). With one predic-

nous online courses, providing a less structured envi-

tor, the sample size of 48 is sufficient to perform a linear

ronment.

regression. Linear regression was performed according

The survey used for data collection at the end of to Cohen et al. (2003). Self-efficacy predicted improved
technology skills for the crisis sample (β = .31, F(1, 46)

the spring 2020 semester was the same as in spring 2018,

and the order in which the measures were presented re- = 4.787, p < .05, R2 = .10) providing evidence that during
mained the same across all participants. The only change

a crisis there is a direct effect between self-efficacy and

was that in spring 2018, paper surveys were used, where-

IT skills.
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Discussion

The finding provides various implications on a

Students experienced a change from a struc-

theoretical and practical level. There is additional ev-

tured to an unstructured environment. There was con-

idence that self-efficacy is vital during a crisis, as in-

cern that overall skill development would be the same

dicated by Hannah et al. (2009) and Kovoor-Misra

as previously in a structure computer lab setting. The

(2020). The positive and direct relationship to IT skills

results show that even though their assessment of im-

is support for the resilience of individuals with high

proving IT skills was lower in 2020 than 2018, the dif-

levels of self-efficacy, as stated by Hobfoll (2002). Ac-

ference was not significant. However, the results show

cording to Sun et al. (2016) instructors are the primary

that the effect is not the same for every student. The drivers of learning and the technology related methods
positive and significant relationship between self-ef-

(e.g., online learning) they use are still relatively new.

ficacy and IT skills may indicate that students with During times of crisis, like the COVID-19 pandemic,
higher reported self-efficacy assess significantly higher

personal attributes like self-efficacy become even more

gains in technology skills than their peers with lower important for students. Instructors should focus on
self-efficacy during crisis.

activities that may help students increase their self-ef-

According to Dynan et al. (2008), students

ficacy. For example, giving students a positive outlook

have a greater opportunity to shape their work in an

about the future will positively influence self-efficacy

unstructured environment. Students with higher lev-

(Whetten & Cameron, 2011). Furthermore, self-effi-

els of self-efficacy may be more capable of engaging in

cacy is increased when students are provided with fre-

self-directed learning (Bandura, 1993). Students with

quent and immediate positive feedback while working

self-directed learning skills do well in an unstructured on academic tasks (Schunk, 1983). The feedback needs
environment as they are better in problem-solving,

to be framed that the students attribute this feedback to

creativity, and handling change (Guglielmino & Klatt, their own effort (Schunk, 1987). Receiving effort-based
1993). There may be even positive long-term effects on feedback will lead students to work harder, experience
the experience of an unstructured learning environ-

stronger motivation, and report greater efficacy for fur-

ment, as self-directed learning is the basis of lifelong ther learning.
learning (Dynan et al., 2008).
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The Impact of COVID-19 in the
African American Community
Lillie M. Hibbler-Britt, Ph. D. — University of Phoenix

in t roduc t ion
In the United States, communities have evaluated and implemented the closing of their local libraries as a
means of saving taxpayer dollars. The argument is that the information available at a library can be easily obtained from online resources. Furthermore, books, magazines, and videos can be digitally downloaded that
people can read and view at their leisure. What these arguments fail to realize is the role that libraries play in
allowing economically disadvantaged patrons to have access to the internet and other resources such as a free
place to go and socialize without the expectation of having to buy something. Schools and libraries that provide
essential services during the COVID-19 pandemic has exposed a trifecta of weaknesses in education, economic,
and emotional issues that plague communities in the United States and the world.
Background

to rural areas that are equipped to function as a Wi-Fi

Two African American young men sitting under an old

hotspot. Although buses were already equipped with

oak tree in rural South Carolina appear to be something Wi-Fi, the use of buses as a hotspot was a new and necesout of “Where the Crawdads Sing.” However, in these un-

sary change to allow students to complete online course

precedented times, the young men have laptops, books, work (Harris, 2020). The culprit in all these situations is
paper, and pencils. Their objective was not to spend a

the lack of internet service and the availability of tech-

leisurely afternoon playing video games or posting on

nology and use of technology in minority communities.

Instagram. These are high school students who are using

This article looks at the disparity that has been

their neighbors’ internet service, so that they can success- exposed by COVID-19 as it relates to education, ecofully complete the school year. With low internet access,

nomic, an emotional issues (mental health) among the

students are reduced to using neighbors’ service, going African American community. The lack of stability in
to the library, or sitting outside of the local Wal-Mart or these three key areas demonstrates that minority comother businesses that offer free internet access. To allevi-

munities are at a severe disadvantage and may be falling

ate the issue, South Carolina deployed 300 school buses significantly behind due to the pandemic.
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Educational Disparity

status. As a faculty member, I have observed students

The current pandemic has caused the school

attempting to complete assignments using their smart

district in Orangeburg County to disperse school buses

phones. Often the software needed cannot be accessed

with Wi-Fi to rural areas to provide services to students from a smart phone and students can only complete a
who do not have access to the internet. This service will

portion of their assignments. Per Bach, Wolfson and

hopefully allow students to complete assignments and Crowell (2018), the migration of core services to onadvance to the next grade level. Although the buses

line has shifted “the ability of dial-up services and cell-

were provided primarily for high school, middle school,

phone-based internet access offer an inadequate level

and elementary school students, college students can of access to the sheer mass of modern webtexts and the
also benefit from the hot spots. COVID-19 has shown

array of societal services that have shifted to online plat-

the disparity that exists in this country and the needs

forms make high-speed Internet access, or broadband

that exist among lower income students. Students who

access, the new basic standard (pg.25).” COVID-19 has

are progressing due to having technology available at exposed how little has been done to decrease the digital
the local campus, who now don’t have these resources

divide in this country. Students who lack the appropriate

available to them, are less likely to be successful unless resources will continue to lag academically and this gap
colleges and universities are willing to be flexible as it has only been accelerated due to the virus. Furthermore,
relates to assignment submission.

this gap/lag will increase the economic gap between the

At first glance, one would erroneously assume haves and have nots, as stated by Bach, Wolfson and
that the lack of internet access is a rural or small-town

Crowell (2018) the relationship between inequality and

problem. However, as described by Reilly (2020),

information technology is much more complicated than

low-income students across the United States, from

stating the divide between these two groups.”

New York, Philadelphia, Oregon and on various NaEconomic Disparity

tive American reservations, also struggle with having
appropriate access to the internet and the needed tech-

The current pandemic has also highlighted the

nology to successfully attend classes online. Not only economic disparity that exists. While many white-colshould institutions of higher learning be concerned lar workers were able to shelter in-place, frontline
with the availability of the internet for students, they blue-collar workers were forced to return to work as
must consider other inequities that exist, such as the communities pressured governments to reopen the
technology and software that students have access to. economy. Returning to work also meant that low-inThese inequities are also a by-product of economic

come families could once again receive a paycheck to
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help with expenses; but it also meant that these frontline

ness may be the result of not being current clients of

employees were more at risk to contract COVID-19. Rho,

the banks, and the fact that banks can earn more from

Brown, and Fremstad (2020) states that “people of color providing stimulus loans to larger corporations.
overrepresent in many of the frontline industries, 41.2%

Given the impact economically on minority

of frontline workers are Black, Hispanic, Asian-Amer-

families and businesses, it may be generations before

ican/Pacific Islanders (pg. 3).” The research goes on to minority businesses are able to recover. This recognition
explain that more than a third of workers in the frontline may be the catalyst for the next issue that COVID-19
occupations live in low-income families. These occupa-

has brought to the forefront: the gap in emotional

tions include such jobs as postal workers, grocery store,

health that of societal that exist for minorities.

convenience stores, and drug store workers, trucking
Emotional Disparity: Mental Health

and warehouse workers, building, cleaning, and childcare workers Rho, Brown, and Fremstad (2020).

The final observation of the impact of COVID-19

These occupations typically employ persons in the workplace is the effect on mental health. A recent
CBS This Moring segment explored this issue and it became

without a college degree, occupations where education

is not a primary factor for employment. The fact that apparent that social isolation, along with pressures assolow-income workers had to return to work also meant

ciated with the economic impact of being furloughed—

that they were unable to remain at home and help en-

sometimes without pay—has impacted the mental health

sure that their school-age children were completing as-

of the United States population. Galea, Merchant, and

signments and attending school.

Lurie (2020), argue that “COVID-19 will cause a substan-

These low paying jobs mean that workers earn

tial impact on anxiety, depression, substance abuse, lone-

an income that does not allow wealth accumulation.

liness, and domestic violence, (pg. 817).”

This, in turn, means that funds were not available to

The impact of social isolation is particularly im-

help in emergency situations such as being unem-

pactful in the African American community since it is

ployed without a paycheck or the payment of medical

built on the interaction with family and social gatherings.

bills due to contracting the coronavirus. Although the

One of the biggest disruptions for most African Ameri-

government has issued stimulus checks to help during can families is the inability to attend church services and
the economic crisis caused by the pandemic, loans to

receive guidance from the sermon and interaction with

help small business owners seem to have eluded mi-

other believers. Social isolation means that avenues to re-

nority business owners. Mizota (2020) postulates that

lieve stress have been taken away and persons are left to

this lack of providing stimulus loans to minority busi-

internalize issues.
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The effects of COVID-19 can be correlated with Conclusion
PTSD which is already higher among African Ameri-

The coronavirus pandemic has impacted the

cans (Novacek, Hampton-Anderson, Ebor, etc. 2020).

global economy. The final impact has yet to be deter-

The study also states that Blacks are vulnerable to neg-

mined since daily the number of persons being affected

ative mental health consequences during natural crisis,

is increasing. What has been determined is that per-

such as natural disasters, terrorist attacks, and large-

sons of color seem to be impacted at a greater rate than

scale pandemics (Novacek, Hampton-Anderson, Ebor, non-persons of color. There is much work that must be
etc. 2020). However, due to a distrust of healthcare

done to minimize the effect within these communities

providers, discrimination, and income restrictions,

since the disparity as it relates to education, economics

Blacks are less likely to seek the help needed during the and mental health already exist. COVID-19 will make
COVID-19 pandemic.

the gap in society even greater unless protocols are put
in place to lessen the impact.
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The Sounds of Silence...Reflections of One Student’s
Journey Through the COVID Pandemic Via the DBA
HR Program at Northcentral University Online
Thomas Hotz, M.P.A. — NorthCentral University

I

’m told that pursuing a doctoral degree in-

place to be in. You remain a student beyond your for-

volves an individual journey, fraught with promises mative years for one thing, and for better or worse,

and pitfalls that are unique to the individual experience

there appears to be a societal stigma to this. A certain

of the student. To a large degree, this advice is very true. degree of psychological dependence develops towards
What they don’t tell you, however, is that this is more your professors, your advisors, and your family which
like a Jack Kerouac “On the Road” experience without parallels that which you had when you were a child gosex and drugs (unless the intellectual high you get from

ing through school. It can be annoying to those who

academic collaboration and critical thinking through

don’t understand, and who moved away from academe

writing parallels the same feelings you’d get from the to the working world where grades don’t count, and
Kerouac experience).

interrelationships do. “It’s not what you know, it’s who

I find that meandering through the subject you know.” My answer to that is that it is BOTH. Othmatter and academic bureaucracy are necessary means erwise, what are we all doing here?
(and sometimes evils) to achieving the ends of high

To that end, it is advisable in my opinion to do

grades and higher degrees. But assigning your profes-

this later rather than earlier, when you can back your

sional imprimatur to the work, and knowing that you

return to academe with real-life work, and (if you are

make a positive difference to knowledge, is what it’s all

lucky enough) family experiences that you can draw

about, in my humble opinion. It is Maslow’s self-actu-

upon to balance the teacher’s pet expectations that pos-

alization in practice. Epistemology is everything. If you

itive pedagogic and andragogic experiences bring nat-

don’t aspire to that, there are a lot of things in this world urally to the fore.
you can do that will give you a sense of accomplish-

Whether this track is commenced earlier or lat-

ment, but not this route.

er, however, the isolation that is encouraged by faculty

For those left that have the passion and per-

who have gone through their own personal austerity

sistence, you are in the right place. But it is not an easy measures in completing their studies to their students
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results in what I call the “Sounds of Silence” syndrome, child of traditional academe by higher education facwith apologies to Simon & Garfunkel. The student is ulty not familiar with the technology, is no longer seen
truly alone with his or her thoughts during this pro-

this way in view of what the pandemic has done. They

cess. Some will call the feelings that result loneliness,

must either adapt, retire, or move to another career,

but one should never forget that self-isolation brings

which would be daunting even under normal circum-

these effects on. Professors are very well-meaning when stances. Ivy League institutions well known for tradiadvising their students to self-isolate and let their fam-

tional instruction have to move online, and curriculum

ilies know that blocks of time should be established for development of schools should to be altered to accomself-study in order to succeed with a doctoral program. modate asynchronous instruction. While they still have
This has become a rite of passage as a rationale for fac-

their reputation, sustaining competitive advantage to

ulty espousing this, who also wish to discourage the maintain matriculation and stay financially afloat now
practice of the application to one’s doctoral studies as

will become more important in the future for them.

a hobby rather than the rigorous devotion to the craft

Other schools may fold under both the financial pres-

that they feel is necessary to succeed.

sures and, more basically, the lack of preparation to

But I posit that in doing so, this advice, while transition effectively under these conditions.
again well-meaning and with the best of intentions,

Moreover, and most importantly, however, the

puts the student on the road to hell. Outreach for emo-

student now has the difficult choice of selecting the right

tional, and when necessary, financial support (some-

school to accommodate his/her needs during this tran-

thing graduate programs could devote more attention

sition, or transfer to one that has already adapted suc-

to in general) is vital to persistence.

cessfully. With the probability of a second wave of SARS-

That being said, self-isolation, and the “Sounds COVID 2-a mutation of the annual flu with another
of Silence” syndrome in general has been particularly

strain of COVID hitting the U.S. in the fall-going back to

exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting classrooms without significant restrictions, (if this hap“stay-at-home” orders since March of 2020. It is fortu-

pens at all), seems unlikely for the foreseeable future.

nate that online technology has progressed to the point

I was fortunate enough to select Northcentral

where the planet can function alternatively via telecom-

University (NCU) Online for this reason. As discussed

muting, telehealth, and online education in the face of

earlier, faculty and advisor support are necessary enough

this onslaught. One can only imagine the paralysis that under normal circumstances for persistence in attainwould have resulted without it.

ment of higher educational degrees. I found that NCU

Online education, once thought of as the step-

was in the main able to provide this and more. In deal40

ing with the pandemic, they were not just transaction-

Offices of the President and Provost assured the NCU

al—they were and remain transformational. They have Community of frequent online updates.
accomplished this simply because online education is all

On March 26, the first of two live online one-

they do, 100% of the time. Thus, they were positioned to hour presentations was presented to anybody in the endo business as usual in the face of this global catastrophe.

tire NCU community who wished to attend. The Presi-

Since their opening in 1996, NCU now boasts a

dent, Provost, Director of Financial Aid, and the Deans

student complement of 10,000, and offers over 40 under- of all the schools were present to make their own presengraduate and graduate programs at all levels. In the 24

tations and then answer chat questions. Among many is-

years of its existence, it appears that NCU has become sues discussed, assignment due dates normally expected
the first online university to offer over 40 undergraduate

on Sunday midnight MST would be extended if neces-

and graduate programs at all levels. On March 12, 2020,

sary to account for the pandemic, as well as relaxation of

contact was first made with the U.S. Centers for Disease

course extension requirements and Leaves of Absence if

Control (C.D.C.) to keep abreast of the developing situ-

necessary. Pass-Fail options would be granted for the du-

ation. In-person events such as their Dissertation Boot ration of the pandemic to assist students with academic
Camp and Intensive Pathway program were cancelled;

hardship in completing courses. The gathering was as-

other events were moved to virtual presentations.

sured that due to continuance of U.S. Department of Ed-

The school then recommended that students ucation functioning as well as reserves that the school
with face-to-face Institutional Review Board (IRB) in-

had for one academic semester if necessary, no reduction

terviews concerning their dissertations transition them in force in any area was therefore expected. There were
to online data collection without having to request this allowances made for students to carry small financial
formally. Online presentations by CNN and NPR were balances forward in the event of hardship in this area.
included on the NCU website, and caution regarding Students were encouraged to continue in school, howstigma allegations against inappropriate associations ever, notwithstanding these accommodations, as perbetween Asians and COVID-19 were recommended.

sistence issues could hurt them in the long run. Dr. Da-

Internships in the Marriage & Family Therapy (MFT) vid Harpool, Ph.D., J.D., and President of the University,
moved to telehealth interventions, and NCU offered

also emphasized that the school could not subsidize em-

assistance in this regard thru appropriate faculty and ployment, pay for rent, or handle personal student loans,
advisement. Information was then put online regard-

as this would not epitomize best practice standards aside

ing appropriate medical precautions to take against the

from having legal repercussions.

virus, including hand-washing and other measures.

The second video presentation held in April con41

tinued to expand upon accommodations made. It was do top officers of any higher educational system meet
also revealed that a fund of approximately $250,000 had

with students to discuss emergent situations. These two

been established by donations in order to help students events uniquely bonded their educational community
under certain circumstances who were either afflicted with synergistic effects. I did not intend this recitation
with COVID-19 or had family issues in that arena. That of NCU’s efforts to be an elevator pitch, but in forming
fund was expanded to $700,000, and though exhaust-

a virtual bridge, they have indeed brought sounds to

ed in June, may be revisited. This reach out to the en-

the “Sounds of Silence.”

tire student body virtually is notable. Rarely, if at all,
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Students Are Not the Only Ones
In Higher Education Affected by Covid-19
A. Dale King, Ph.D. — Lenoir-Rhyne University

W

alking into the Mauney 115 classroom

But a sense of nervousness was in the air and

on Thursday, March 12, 2020, for my 8 a.m.

the excitement was a bit subdued and stifled because

class, I believed I was about to experience something students learned that the Japan Global Business Study
that I had never felt in my four-decades plus college

Tour had been shifted to Europe just weeks ago, and

teaching career. Much trepidation was looming in the then cancelled altogether. So there were palatable inair, though it appeared the students weren’t sure what klings of foreboding as students were aware some of
was to come to fruition. Many times I had closed out a

their classmates’ trips were being affected. But equal-

term, semester, or academic year by virtually skipping

ly evident was denial as the majority of conversations

into class as I, and the students, prepared for some much

were still focusing upon the beach attire or snowboard

needed time off. But this was different. My gut feeling

purchases that had been made for scheduled spring

told me it was possibly the last time I would see many of break exits.
these students, even though we still had more than half

One young man was getting married on Satur-

of the semester remaining leading up to the planned day, in just two days, and his planned honeymoon to
graduation date – but I didn’t believe there would be Puerto Rico was tenuous. International students were
any graduation festivities on the planned date, May 8.

hearing from parents and friends that they needed to

While the conversations on campus had some-

come home and that if they did, travel between coun-

what prepared faculty to be ready to shift seat-based

tries was unstable at best because borders were being

classes to an outside-the-classroom course delivery, I

shuttered due to the virus that had started just a couple

found that students rejected the idea that there would be of months before in China.
any need to change. They were ready for planned spring

I had been indicating in each of my classes

break trips and dismissed the concerns about a virus that that with spring break beginning on Friday, March 13,
could bring the campus, the state, and even the world to

how appropriate that it was Friday the 13th by the way,

a screeching halt. The conversations I heard as I walked that we may have to shift to a remote/online/distance
into class that morning were all about which beach, ski

platform for course delivery if COVID-19 continued

resort, or hometown they were about to visit.

to wreak havoc. But the air was still receptive that we
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would go away for a week and then reassemble with challenge my students to build defenses for their potales of “what I did on my spring break.”

sitions, not to provide lame, unsubstantiated opinions

But alas, my gut intuition was right; that what that had no firm foundations in statistics, facts, or reI feared on the near horizon would come to be and I search. I missed the direct contact with them; I realized
would not see these students again except on my 13” that the pandemic was robbing me of that chemistry
Dell laptop screen. We not only didn’t reassemble in that teaching had provided to me through the years.
one week, spring break was extended an additional While it wasn’t stunning to realize this, as I had long
week, though the faculty soon discovered that it was

prided myself on connecting with my students whether

an extra week off for students, not faculty. Faculty were through virtual or seat-based classes, I realized that the
being asked to establish remote/distance/online course

immediate interactions with these 80+ students were

assignments, discussions, etc. that met the Student

being taken away by an unseen interloper. I grasped

Learning Outcomes for the course with appropriate

that the COVID-19 virus was robbing me of the seat-

metrics that would be ready to roll out though Canvas,

based motivators for me over the last eight weeks with

our Learning Management System, in just one week. my students and I also soon realized that my students
For those of us in the Charles M. Snipes School of Busi-

missed being in class as well.

ness & Economics, we had very few issues with the shift

For all classes, graduate as well as undergradu-

because most had already taught online, streamed, or ate courses, I assigned the first Forum Discussion posthybrid classes. But that was not the case for others on

spring break to be one where they could share how

campus. My classes were ready to go in Canvas once their lives were changing because of COVID-19. What
the elongated spring break concluded and the spring I found in their reflections were candid revelations that
semester resumed, but I soon discovered there was one

they missed being in class; but more than that they

piece of the educational experience that was missing.

shared that they were scared. The campus cocoon was

The dynamic that was missing was my direct no longer a protective coating for them, and they realcontact with my students, as the majority of my class-

ized that while the extra week of spring break sounded

es through the 43 years of being a professor were in

exciting, they realized it came with a massive price.

brick and mortar, seat-based classes. I am not ashamed

The mechanics of the class had changed and

to admit that I Missed My Students. I missed seeing

that wasn’t all for the students but for me as well. I was

them, reading their body language when they didn’t a tool in their learning process as I set out to creatively
“get it,” and I missed the comfortable, face-to-face de-

and innovatively meet Student Learning Outcomes in a

bates we would have for the “what ifs” and “whys” as I completely different modality than what was first posi44

tioned in January when classes began. Just two months

dents again, I also have found that the pandemic has

earlier seemed like eons ago and yet it was only weeks

reshaped the landscape of me as a linchpin, a nexus,

ago. Campus looked like a ghost town and students in the educational process. It has restructured the conwere literally spread around the world as they dispersed duit between the students and me, as well as how the
to their homes across the globe. But again, I realized

verve which feeds my soul in my calling as a teacher is

that I still was only a tool in student learning, as I also

executed. However, I have found that what is needed

found myself taxed by the pandemic. With Zoom class in the instructional mechanics is the ability to develop
meetings, advising sessions, or student consultations,

and create cognizance, resolution, and kindness with

I found that though I had my “Zoom half-suit” at the vigor so that my students recognize I am upholding
ready, students would Zoom into the sessions in their the integrity and tenets of my commitment to business
pajamas and literally in one instance, still under the cov-

higher education.

ers. I found that some were not truly prepared for what

In that vein, I wrote a tribute to our graduates

remote learning would entail. And when I reached out and posted it on my LinkedIn page. I wanted to share
to them, I also found that my ability to help them had that, as suspected, they would not graduate on May
to take different avenues and abilities. As an example, I

8 since the ceremony was cancelled. I shared in this

asked for their addresses if they wished to share it and

tribute that the regalia we are accustomed to seeing in

mailed each of them a personalized card with two bal-

graduation ceremonies was actually replaced with the

loons in the card. Why you may ask? To demonstrate

regalia of their skillsets they were equipped to take into

that we can all lift each other up and share in what the the world of work. The dynamic between faculty and
pandemic has presented to us as students and as faculty.

students is a two-way street; COVID-19 has taken a

Many students noted this small gesture in their evalua-

great deal from each of us in the higher education are-

tions of the course for the Spring, which was somewhat na. But more than that, it has demonstrated that faculty
surprising.

and students both have a commitment to uphold the

As we are now getting ready for fall in a few principles and objectives of quality business education.
short weeks, we are also finding some anxiety and
apprehension about what is before us. While remote
learning is still an optional mode, the university is targeting for a full return to campus with adjusted interactions with students in amended class schedules. While
I would find that I will be re-energized to see my stu45

Keeping Academic Quality First
in an Online COVID-19 World
Niccole A. Kopit and David C. Marker — Colorado Technical University

O

n December 31, 2019, China reported to the of March 2020, corresponding with the beginning of
World Health Organization a cluster of cases spring breaks, many American universities were be-

of pneumonia in people associated with the Huanan ginning to move to remote classes in response to the
Seafood Wholesale Market in Wuhan, Hubei Province

outbreak (Baker, Hartocollis, & Weise, 2020). Even in

(World Health Organization. Pneumonia of unknown a pandemic, the importance of quality teaching does
cause — China. 2020). On January 7, 2020, Chinese not change. In this essay as many universities and colhealth authorities confirmed that this cluster was as-

leges turn to online learning due to COVID-19, faculty

sociated with a novel coronavirus, 2019-nCoV (Novel

and administrators frequently pose the question: “How

Coronavirus – China 2020).

do we teach this course online and maintain academic

Then, on January 19, 2020, a 35-year-old man quality?” We proffer three essential activities that rewent to an urgent care clinic in Snohomish County, spond to this question.
Washington with a persistent cough and other symp-

All institutions of higher education, and col-

toms. This person became the first confirmed case of leges, schools, or departments of business, must have
the novel corona virus in the United States (Holshue three organizational elements: leadership/administraet al., 2020). On February 11, 2020, the World Health tion, student support (financial aid, advising, tutoring),
Organization announced “COVID-19” as the name of and of course, academic. In every case, the quality of
disease caused by the novel corona virus (Naming the online curriculum depends on the following (in no
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) and the virus that particular order): technology, instruction and curricucauses it). Then on March 11, 2020, the Novel Corona-

lum mapping. We look at these one at a time. So, the

virus Disease, COVID-19, was declared a pandemic by

question is, what practices can be modified or created

the World Health Organization.

to ensure academic quality in this forced online learn-

On March 13, 2020, a national emergen-

ing environment?

cy was declared in the United States concerning the

First, technology and access to technology are

COVID-19 Outbreak (Centers for Disease Control and essential to online learning. From the student perspecPrevention, 2020). However, days earlier, on the sixth tive, access to technology – including internet access
46

and access to appropriate devices – is an issue experi-

online classroom where they engage with students and

enced with the move online due to COVID-19. Ash-

content. Engaging, effective faculty provide timely and

ley Clark, a researcher affiliated with Higher Learning

personalized feedback to students. Key to this is the

Advocates reports that, “Twelve percent of respondents

realization that, much like face-to-face classes, student

aged 24 and younger reported that they did not have engagement depends on faculty engagement – not the
internet at home, and 41 percent of respondents in inverse. Faculty who wait for students to engage will
this age group reported at least one problem accessing not be successful in this environment. Further, faculcourse content” (Clark, 2020). This same study reveals

ty infuse the classroom with their professional or aca-

that 37.50 percent of students do at least some of their demic expertise promoting understanding and integraonline course work using a smartphone and 15.41 per-

tion of course topics beyond the classroom. It is noted

cent using a tablet (Clark, 2020).

that institutions with an online presence frequently tap

Access to technology is not limited to students. well-credentialed faculty from all over the world in that
Technology issues for the institution include review a large percentage of their faculty are part-time, adjunct
and selection of a learning platform, its maintenance, faculty.
and support to users. In order to foster a successful

Finally, curriculum mapping ensures the foun-

learning environment, it is important to create a con-

dation of online instruction is sound, teaches to the

sistent technology experience between courses and

course outcomes, and supports the program learning

within the courses. This serves to decrease the orien-

outcomes bringing the process into the full scope of the

tation time required at the start of each new class and

degree program. Curriculum mapping is the process of

reduce ambiguity that students are already facing in a laying out how all academic activities and assignments
new environment.

correspond to course outcomes. These are then plot-

Online education faces several technology-re-

ted to program learning outcomes. Academic activities

lated issues not associated with face-to-face instruction.

within courses must be designed to provide opportuni-

These include ensuring student identity (student veri-

ties for engaging in critical thinking, acquiring and dis-

fication protocols) and refining policies and protocols

playing topical knowledge, and communication with

for plagiarism and academic honesty. Options include

peers and faculty. These activities are then the basis for

issuing camera-verifiable IDs, implementing stringent the artifacts used in assessing programmatic outcomes.
login practices, and building verification services (e.g.,

Curriculum mapping includes linking direct

Turn-It-In or SafeAssign) into the classrooms.

and indirect assessment measures to particular course

Second, instruction is faculty presence in the academic activities. Direct and indirect assessments in47

clude normed, summative assessment exams, simula-

important of these three is student-to-faculty interac-

tions, capstone papers, alumni surveys, and/or student tion. Studies conducted by Durrington et al., (2006) and
end of course surveys. Subject matter experts, usually

Bernard et al., (2009) found that faculty engagement has

faculty members, develop curriculum and courses are been shown to have a direct impact on student satisfacbuilt with the assistance of instructional designers. Fo-

tion, student achievement, and learning outcomes. Fac-

cus on curriculum design contributes to the consisten-

ulty are able to (and expected to) bring relevant content

cy of course content across all course sections.

and their own experience into the online classroom. Fac-

In online settings, several systems are used to

ulty engagement standards may include real-time ob-

ensure quality. Data are readily available providing

servations, data gathering including course completion

timely insight into quality of instruction and curricu-

rates, grade distributions, classroom activity, and end-

lum. Data are easy to access throughout online course of-course surveys. Even the U.S. Department of Educaofferings to enhance student experience and learning tion in 2006 stated that there is no assumption of student
– even while classes are “live.” Another advantage exists learning in the absence of an effective facilitator.
in the areas of course and programmatic assessment

At this time, in the midst of global pandemic,

and faculty/student engagement. These can be mea-

there is great uncertainty including uncertainty about

sured using artifacts found in courses that are uploaded when or if our daily lives will return to pre-pandemto the online platform.

ic normalcy. This uncertainty affects all facets of life

Quality in higher education has evolved from

including our academic lives. In this essay, we have

reviewing course content and learning outcomes to

proposed that adapting to the online classroom envi-

assessing student needs. The use of data and informa-

ronment requires addressing three major areas: tech-

tion for decision-making enhances our ability to access

nology, instruction and curriculum mapping. It is our

real-time data collection reporting course completion proposition that by addressing these three areas, unirates, student persistence, retention, graduation, and versities will be in position to deliver high-level acaother standard measures.

demic programs in an online setting. The capacity to do

The online platform does not eliminate a faculty so will greatly enhance an academic institution’s ability
member’s ability to engage with students and respond

to adapt to new and emerging exigencies.

to their call to teach. Moore (1989) outlined three types
of interaction for online courses: 1) student-to-student
interaction, 2) student-to-content interaction, and 3)
student-to-faculty interaction. We argue that the most
48
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A Shift to Online Learning in Bangladesh Universities
Post Pandemic Effect of COVID 19:
A Blessing or Curse?
Naheem Mahtab — Independent University, Bangladesh (IUB)

in t roduc t ion
Almost all universities in Bangladesh, as elsewhere within the world, are moving courses online to prevent the
potential spread of COVID-19. This includes lectures and tutorials, which are ready to likely be delivered via the
university learning management systems like Moodle or Blackboard and google classrooms, etc. Some students
believe universities are waiting until the census date (the date students can withdraw from the course without
incurring a fee) before the transition, so they’re locked into an inferior online experience while paying money for
what they believe is also a superior mode of teaching.

W

hen done right, online learning can actu-

tions such as unavailability of internet in remote areas.

ally be as effective as face-to-face education. As a result, a well organised plan is extremely import-

But if not all, most Bangladeshi universities haven’t up-

ant before the start of the online class and having a de-

skilled their staff to deliver this kind of quality online tailed syllabus and course materials prepared before
education. If universities across Bangladesh don’t pro-

class is extremely essential for successful outcomes.

vide intensive upskilling to lecturers to deliver online (Henderson, et al 1998). Planning is essential for an onclasses and support effectively, they might see many

line classroom environment. This will give students an

students disengaging and throwing in the towel early.

opportunity to see if the classroom (the deadlines, materials, and other requirements) can fit into their lives.

How to Prepare for Teaching Online: Setting up the

The biggest challenge is to avoid surprises at all costs.

Course

Saying, “Surprise! Pop quiz” in a physical classroom

Dedicated Online Development Team Preps

is entirely different from posting “Surprise! Pop quiz!

and Set Up Courses are Designed and Updated by Fac-

Due by midnight” in an online classroom.

ulty. It is important to understand that the students are
not physically in front of the faculties and may not be

Faculty/Staff with Adequate Technical Support and

even online at the same time due to various complica-

Know How’s
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Online course delivery essentials a sound tech-

outcomes. It is essential that universities in Bangladesh

nical finesse. First and foremost, it is important to invest provide extensive training to faculties otherwise if they
in the right hardware and software like a reliable com-

are faced with too many roadblocks with the tools and

puter, a powerful internet connection, and therefore platforms it may lead to long-term negative implicaensuring the best platform available for the require-

tions, which may hinder their decision to go for online

ments of both faculty and students. There are many op-

classes as an alternate to face-to-face classes. (Wilson,

tions out there. Google classroom, for instance, is a web 1998).
platform that leans toward the social and adaptable side

Faculties should be provided with online ori-

of education. Conducting intensive research and really

entation and extensive training on web conferencing

analysing along with the final choice - knowing the on-

teaching. Several universities globally are developing

line classroom platform will facilitate in ensuring that manuals to assist faculties through eBooks and online
the classroom is as effective as face-to-face delivery.

videos about conducting classes online. It is to be noted
that this training should not be only once, as faculties

Working Environment

will require constant follow up and support for which

A great challenge faced by many faculties as the

the onus lies on university management to support

shift to online classes in this pandemic is inevitable, is them on a weekly basis.
the set-up of an appropriate environment for working

Content of these training sessions may include

remotely and teaching effectively. Without a proper en-

but are not limited to:

vironment and a decent amount of self-discipline, stayat-home-jobs can become a nightmare. Proper plan-

• How to Access the Course Room and

ning can help in the creation of a dedicated workplace

Navigate the Online Platform

equipped with the essentials of conducting an effective

• Syllabus, Course Assignments and

online delivery.

Submission, Discussion Boards
• Course Materials, Library, Lectures,

Extensive Faculty Training and Development

Rubrics, Communications

It is important for the universities as well as
Engaging Students: Motivation and Simulation

the faculties themselves to realize that online delivery
is very different from instructional face-to-face deliv-

It is vital to understand that online classrooms,

ery. Hence both parties should support each other in as mentioned before, run differently than traditional
availing and providing extensive training for successful classrooms. Often these classrooms have the poten51

tial to feel very mechanical and emotionless. Through

goal is to search out ways to assist students in getting

proper planning and material preparations, faculties the foremost out of the class without the benefit that a
should initiate and inspire discussions that will ensure physical presence brings. (Ogborn, 1998)
participation from students. (Wegner, et al 1999). There
are many ways that faculties may involve the students Student Training
through various simulations, online discussions on a

The key to vital success in online classes is ex-

weekly basis etc., and this will motivate the students tensive student training, student orientation and follow
and make them feel encouraged in ways they would up development sessions. Trainings should be provided
not normally have led themselves if there was only a

to students to ensure successful navigation of the on-

one-sided activity from the faculty just by delivering. line platform, posting assignments, and using the disThis leads your students to urge more out of the class cussion board. (Bonk, et al. 1998).They should be enthan just a grade. (McConnell, 1995).

couraged to communicate with faculty and peers on a

Faculties in an online class should not forget,

regular basis and should be showed the technical ways

which often is the case in a traditional classroom set

of doing that on the online class platform. Trainings

up, that student learning ability varies greatly across should be further enhanced to support students comthe class group and for this purpose extra care should plete group and individual projects effectively. Also
always be adhered to the learning process and hence

during student training, it should be noted to remind

motivating the students can play a giant part in the

them that to succeed in online classes it is important

learning process. (Doherty, 1998). It may be observed

for them to communicate through messaging or video

that the desire to explore online classes and learn some-

conference at least once a week and ensure online pres-

thing new out of the traditional will self-motivate some

ence and visibility. (Bonk, et al. 1998)

students, however there will be some who will be out
Regular and Effective Communication

of the group always. For these students assignments
and online discussions will not hold any importance

Effective and timely communication is one of

and they will usually participate in the class just for at-

the integral drivers of successful online classes. This is

tendance or some rules of university. Faculties can mo-

mainly because it acts as the ice breaker and gives the

tivate them by giving extra points for participating in students the ease of mind that they are not left alone
online discussions or completing some additional as-

and someone is there for their support. It is absolutely

signments following a lecture. Deadlines may addition-

essential for faculties to respond to student queries in a

ally help pelt along more unmotivated students. The timely manner and provide them with ample support
52

and feedback and instruction. (Advaryu, et al 1999). chances. However, online teaching is not something
Communication helps in introducing the humane factor one should leap into. But, it conjointly extremely isn’t
and warmth which online classes, if not moderated with as daring as it appears. If both faculties and students are
care, can often lack and result in failure of the system.

duly trained and equipped it can pose to be extremely
successful and fruitful, reaping better benefits at times

Feedback and Support

than traditional face-to-face teaching. With some re-

It is important for faculties to gather feedback search and preparation, both faculties and students can
from students that will assist in making this online en-

find themselves on the forefront of the online educa-

vironment and class more effective and outcome-based. tional movement.
As the current pandemic is forcing universities globalOpportunities of Online Classes and Education

ly, and particularly for the first time in Bangladesh, it is
important that students constantly share the positives

As for rest of the world, for universities in Ban-

and the negatives of their experience. Bangladeshi uni-

gladesh, the shift to a fully online experience will be

versities are used to traditional classrooms and a student

completely new for both faculties and students. The

pays a hefty amount to attend classes. It is important

current pandemic has forced this situation and the hope

that students are therefore heard from regarding their is that as more and more academics in Bangladesh start
experience in an online setup for the same tuitions they

using and experiencing a decent experience of online

are paying. Also, not only gathering these feedbacks,

spaces they will also be more amenable and more ready

it is important that students feedback is acted upon to to consider full or partial adoption of online technolimprove the online learning experience so that students

ogies in the future. (Cummings, et al. 1998) One must

understand that the value for money is the same as in a not rule out the argument that the same online space
traditional classroom. Education is a ‘sharing’ field and can result in academics having negative experiences,
so these connections could prove invaluable to your

which can result in developing negative perception

online educator development.

about online teaching methodologies, thus reducing

Overall, online education is proving to have

the chances of their adoption to this mechanism.

immense potential. The potential flexibility associat-

Students should also be trained effectively as

ed with online classes and shift to online education by their roadblocks in using the technology can cause seuniversities is sheer profit in the long run. (Alexander,

vere negative perceptions to online learning which they

1999). It’s an emerging and developing marketplace for

may also spread through word of mouth, social media

educators - and thus poses exciting career development and other forms of communication tools which may
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cause severe detriment to a university’s brand image. designated face-to- face class timings and simply deliv(Barros, et al. 1998)

er the class using the same old materials. Such simple

So, this is a time of both opportunity and poten-

“onlinification” of face-to-face lectures will not result in

tial detriment and can be a critical time for the percep-

positive experiences for academics or students.

tion of online teaching and learning for institutions in

Students, nowadays are heavily reliant on smart-

Bangladesh, adopting this new technique for the very

phones. They attend all online classes using smart-

first time.

phones. Hence it is extremely important for faculties to

The past two months have seen that shift in

ensure that they are not delivering the same materials

global education from traditional and blended learning

as they would have done in face-to-face setup, rath-

to online only learning. The same is the case for univer-

er customise and digitise to suit the displays of small,

sities in Bangladesh. Faculties are busy endeavouring

handheld devices. If not catered for, the materials lose

their times to the development of their lessons to on-

their readability due to distortion of page ratios and

line mode. This global shift to online learning follows

font size in these smartphone displays. And this may

the example set by universities in China, where the

lead to severe learning disruption and student dissat-

outbreak first began. Such rapid global adoption of on-

isfaction. (Hackman,1995). Dissatisfied students who

line education is astonishing. When carefully planned find online learning inferior to face-to-face lectures
and implemented, online learning can make university may take action against universities. In Korea, students
education more accessible, affordable, interactive and

affected by the switch to online learning as a result of

student-centered. However, the way that it is being pre-

coronavirus measures are requesting a refund of their

sented as a simple and practical solution, capable of re-

tuition payment.

placing face-to-face teaching for a significant period, is

When done right, online learning can actually

misleading.

be as effective as face-to-face education. But universi-

One must remember as faculties that in order to

ties in Bangladesh need to ensure that faculties receive

have long-term success in online teaching, one requires resources and sufficient training to upskill themselves
resources and training and proper equipment. In these with sound knowledge to deliver and provide support
unprecedented times, most faculties are simply record-

online. If this is not carried out meticulously, univer-

ing their lectures on webcams and using the same ma-

sities may face the challenge of seeing many students

terials as they used in face-to-face set up. (Chan, 1999). disengaging and dropping out early.
In some universities in Bangladesh, faculties are simply
required to log on to the online platforms during their
54
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The Other Side of the Monitor:
Student Perceptions and Challenges
from the COVID-19 Pandemic
Dr. Perry Glen Moore — Lipscomb University

T

he COVID-19 pandemic significantly im-

How They Were Impacted

pacted my students this spring. I taught an up-

Student responses congregated around several main

per-division required course (Principles of Auditing)

topics:

to 22 students, of whom seven graduated. In the shift

• Loss of their spring sport season

to a virtual platform for learning, I wondered how they

(two athletes were in the class)

were reacting. What was it like on the ‘other side of

* Loss or lack of motivation

the monitor’?

• Unknown timeline making it difficult to plan

One of the changes I made was to replace

• Realization that they would never attend an

my class participation grade with Canvas discussion

undergraduate class again; missing all of the

boards. Three of the discussions related to course top-

‘lasts’ that graduating seniors experience

ics. However, for one discussion I decided to get a sense

• Having to move back in with their parents

of where my students were. I posed the following questions and asked each student to provide their answers

The response from the athletes was expected, as was

and respond to the posts of two other students:

the response from the graduating seniors. The other
responses challenged me to approach my students dif-

Discuss what has impacted you the

ferently.

most over the past month. Why do you

Lack of motivation. The motivation issue quick-

say that? If you could go back in time

ly became the top response. Students observed that they

to March 1, what advice would you

did not enjoy working on the computer all day and got

give yourself?

distracted easier. They also noted the distractions from
other individuals who they were living with, particularly if multiple people had virtual lessons/job responsi56

bilities simultaneously. One point struck home hard: a

Two comments seemed to resonate the most.

student observed that she felt unproductive even when

One focused on the uncertainty of the situation. Stu-

she had been busy on the computer the majority of the

dents encouraged each other to “take a deep breath and

day. She indicated that when she had places to go with

focus on what you have control over.”

a more structured schedule, she felt productive. Many

The other comment focused on the absence of

students lamented the uncertainty of when the crisis community. One student observed: “God did not crewould end. Beyond the obvious struggle to plan in a ate us to be isolated homebodies.” Another stated that
period of uncertainty, a few noted the absence of spe-

she looked forward to the day when she could be in a

cific deadlines that also led to a lack of motivation.

full classroom building and run up to friends without

Moving back home. Several students mentioned apprehension.
the fact that they had unexpectedly moved back home.
A few noted that they had moved out of apartments

Student’s Advice to Self, If They Were Able to

to return home to save money. Each student making

Go Back in Time to March 1

this point commented that they relished the ‘extra’ time

Less variability was observed in their advice

with their families and knew they were receiving an

to self. Virtually all centered on the benefit of hind-

unexpected bonus. Personally, my oldest son, a college sight and the encouragement to appreciate every mofreshman, moved back home at the commencement of

ment, to be present, and to spend quality time with

spring break and never returned to his dorm room ex-

others. Several said to ‘go out and do more’ or to ‘get

cept to pick up the remaining items he had left behind. out of the dorm’ and take advantage of being with
We’ve enjoyed having him home and enjoy the addi-

others. Students clearly missed being around their

tional conversations we would otherwise have missed.

friends and classmates in person. Many expressed the
thought that virtual meetings just were not the same.

Their Response to Another Student’s Post
My Response

Beyond expressing agreement with a peer’s
comments, several students expanded on the original

This discussion forum ran in mid-April, while

post. Many expressed appreciation for the precious students were completing a six-week group project, a
time that they had not expected to get with their fam-

role play of potential, fraudulent activity that students

ilies. Separately, one encouraged her peers to take ad-

solve via email. The project had been introduced imme-

vantage of the opportunity and try things not normally diately prior to classes being moved online. Thus, while
pursued.

they were able to complete the introductory aspect in
57

person, the bulk of the actual work was completed after

“Dr. Moore always checks in with us and makes

every student had returned home, and they were work-

sure everything is going okay, keeps amazing

ing virtually.

office hours, and is incredibly helpful if you just

I found that two of the five groups appeared

ask for it. He encourages discussion in class.”

to be highly motivated initially. Two other groups ex-

“Dr. Moore did a tremendous job keeping the

hibited no motivation at all. One of the groups with

class engaged and interested.”

high motivation did hit a rough spot about halfway

“Dr. Moore really knows his stuff. He is pas-

through the project. All students and groups appeared

sionate about the topic and that brings enthu-

to be dealing with issues related to getting to the finish

siasm to the class. Dr. Moore has worked hard

line. They appeared uncertain in how to move past the

to perfect the class structure and schedule, and

rough spots. They struggled to identify what their next

that shows.”

steps needed to be.

“Dr. Moore is a professor that cares.”

I began to reach out to individual students
via email and groups via email and Zoom meetings.

I am somewhat used to comments about my

We walked through where they were and what they

passionate teaching and active class engagement. How-

thought they knew. In several instances, they did not ever, while I obviously do care about them and their
realize what they already knew, which can lead to con-

success, I rarely get evaluation responses about being a

fusion over next steps. I asked them where they thought

teacher who cares. That suggests to me that my changes

they could go next. Sometimes, I even used leading were not only effective but appreciated.
questions. I then encouraged them to submit those
questions via email while everyone was on the Zoom

Conclusion

conference. I quickly responded during the conference,

The events of the past semester have been gut

and that brainstorming led to more engagement, better

wrenching and dramatic to our students. My simple

questions, and ultimately a better final product.

discussion board question, initially designed to see

I became deliberate in my interactions with the

where they were and how they were coping, certainly

students and would not allow them to ‘duck out’ on

opened up my eyes to their perceived reality and led

me. Frankly, I hounded them to get each group back

to changes that enabled me to meet them where they

on track. Several student evaluation comments support

were.

my methods of engagement:

Certainly I have learned different teaching approaches that will be useful going forward. Their ob58

servations are still relevant, particularly if fall classes
still involve some virtual aspect. The more I can do to
communicate with them to foster increased motivation
in a structured environment will demonstrate a faculty
member who wants them to succeed.
In looking at that other side of the monitor, I
discovered that my students were more resilient, yet
perhaps more fragile, than I had expected.
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Reflections on the COVID Crisis –
Lessons from Transitioning MBA Finance
and Economics Classes Online.
John Mulford, Ph.D. and Andrew Root, Ph.D. — Regent University

in t roduc t ion
The COVID-19 global pandemic of 2020 imposed a unique natural experiment on Regent University MBA students and
professors. In this study we consider two research issues.
• First, the COVID -19 experience provided practical insight for professors teaching students directly

affected by a crisis. We found all students, whether initially registered on campus or online, perform
best online when provided focused instruction, minimal mid-course content enhancements and
instructor- and administration-demonstrated compassion.
• Second, the COVID-19 event provides institutions an indication as to whether online courses can
accommodate students who would have preferred to take the courses on campus. Student grades did
not show any statistical difference between on-campus students in the prior two years and
those who registered for on-campus in Spring 2020 but were transitioned to take corporate finance and
managerial economics online. Student satisfaction survey scores for all students were higher in the
COVID term than in previous years, suggesting that added effort and attention by professors was
perceived and appreciated.

Insight for Teaching in a Crisis

pus classes to online. For the authors’ two courses, that

Regent’s School of Business and Leadership

shift was accomplished by enrolling the 36 on-campus

(SBL) fall, spring and summer terms include two eight- students as separate discussion groups, joining the 83
week sessions offered in series. The second spring term online students in the two courses.
in 2020 began on March 16 and ended on May 9. Two

Although Regent SBL professors were not faced

core MBA program classes, managerial economics and

with the challenge of developing new online courses for

corporate finance, were scheduled to be offered con-

COVID or of teaching online when expecting to teach

currently on campus and online in the second spring

only on campus, they did face the challenge of satis-

2020 term. COVID-19 caused Regent to shift all cam-

fying on-campus, registered students who were tran60

sitioned to online courses. On-campus students prefer

• Both classes added to their existing

and expect face-to-face instruction and interaction.

pre-recorded content and assignment

Professors were also sensitized to working with stu-

explanations.

dents as they and their families dealt with the impact of

• We presented a step-by-step process for each

COVID. Some students in our classes lost jobs during

week of the class, two weeks in advance.

the term. Others were forced to work from home and

• Corporate finance added seven additional 		

simultaneously learn to deal with family cooped up in

live online class sessions to the usual four. In

the house and some with a sudden challenge of home

contrast, managerial economics maintained its

schooling. A few students or their family members be-

usual eight weekly sessions.

came ill with COVID. Stay-at-home orders prevented

• In managerial economics, rather than force

students from visiting sick relatives, some of whom

a change in student Blackboard Collaborate 		

died during the term.

habits we added voluntary Zoom calls with

Although Regent SBL online classes were al-

video. The purpose of the calls was more

ready well-developed to deliver the stated learning

personalized, focusing on non-academic issues

objectives, we made several adjustments. The purpose

such as health, job, and family challenges.

was to address anxieties of students preferring on-campus course delivery and the anxieties of all students

The motivation of the five adjustments, which

because of COVID-19. Five adjustments are notable: added content-oriented instruction and personal contact during the COVID-19 term, was to maintain or
• We provided more detailed instructions

improve student outcomes.

for on-campus managerial economics and 		

H1: Additional professor contact and content

corporate finance students. On-campus

during a crisis will enhance student outcomes.

students can handle some ambiguous written
Effectiveness of Online Delivery Historically

directions because the instructor is present 		
to answer questions and reassure them.

Regent University School of Business and Lead-

Ambiguity is anathema to online students.

ership’s value proposition includes an outstanding asyn-

We have made a habit of providing detailed,

chronous learning experience and faculty engagement.

consistent directions to online students;

Technology is an important driver of asynchronous

however, we increased our attention to this

learning in general and at Regent in particular (Allen,

issue for the COVID-19 term.

Bourhis, Burrell & Mabry, 2002). Asynchronous MBA
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learning is a high potential way to continue to grow the

pus student outcomes are not negatively influenced by a

industry pie in the face of changing student demands COVID-19 crisis-induced switch to online.
(Goodman, Melkers & Pallais, 2016).
Research Design, Results and Discussion

Regent SBL has 30 years of experience with
MBA distance education. Over the decades we have

We collected grade and student survey data

fine-tuned our course design and delivery to produce from Regent University corporate finance, managethe same learning outcomes regardless of online or rial economics and data analysis classes. Each class is
on-campus delivery. Overall, on-campus student sec-

taught online and on campus by Dr. John Mulford or

tions achieve slightly higher average grades (by 2 per-

Dr. Andrew Root. The data is available from fall 2017

centage points). This may be attributable to online sec-

through spring 2020. In addition to student grades we

tions ease of enrollment. The lower cost to enroll online

consider student satisfaction ratings and qualitative

may encourage program sampling rather than all-in data from one-on-one interaction with students and
commitment from day one. The actual difficulty for on-

from open-ended responses on student surveys. Sum-

line students is high as professional MBA learners must mary statistics are presented in table 1 (see below).
juggle school, work, and other life challenges. Student

Additional data is available in an electronic appendix

evaluations indicate the satisfaction of online sections

upon request.

is slightly higher than for on-campus sections. On-cam-

Hypothesis one is partly supported. During

pus students are sometimes less satisfied than online

the COVID-19 term overall grades were slightly high-

students, perhaps due to higher time cost of attending er than during non-COVID terms. Although we don’t
eight three-hour lectures and concomitant higher expec-

put much weight on the statistically insignificant two

tations. On-campus students are not shy about point-

percentage point difference, the fact that the grades did

ing out perceived deficiencies. Online students, whose not drop suggest that our interventions helped students
expectations of instructor interaction time are lower, stay focused and learn the material despite challenges
generally seem pleasantly surprised by the quality and from the pandemic. Student satisfaction results also
touch of the Regent SBL online courses. H2: On-cam-

support H1. Overall satisfaction during the COVID-19
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term was slightly higher than during the previous two

rate finance on-campus section satisfaction declined in

years.

2020, to 4.39 (out of 5) from an average of 4.82 in the
Hypothesis two is partly supported. Before prior two years. Qualitative feedback indicated that the

COVID-19, on campus students’ grades averaged about

almost tripling of live teaching sessions in corporate

2.5 percentage points higher than those of online stu-

finance confused rather than clarified. For manageri-

dents. During the COVID-19 term, that difference nar-

al economics, additional personal interaction with the

rowed to 0.2 percentage points—that is, the on-cam-

professor through Zoom calls enhanced satisfaction.

pus advantage disappeared. This is due entirely to a 1.5
percentage point underperformance of the on-campus Conclusions
section in managerial economics. In corporate finance,

Despite the data limitations in our study, the

the on-campus outperformance remained constant at

exogenous nature of the COVID-19 shock and Regent

2.1 percentage points. It is possible that on-campus stu-

SBL long experience teaching simultaneously online

dents in managerial economics, which is typically tak-

and on-campus lead us to arrive at important conclu-

en near the beginning of a student’s program, were less sions. Students do not appear to benefit from more
able to cope with the COVID-19 crisis than the cor-

content in a crisis. Students benefit from more care,

porate finance students who have been in the program

more personalized instruction and contact with the

longer, and are familiar with Regent University MBA

professor. We also believe the crisis showed education-

course procedures.

al institutions and MBA students can have confidence

Professor contact appeared to enhance student

that learning outcomes will be consistent when taking

outcomes but not additional course content. Manage-

classes online or on campus at an institution where pro-

rial economics student survey results increased. Al-

fessors regularly teach online. Said differently, experi-

though not statistically significant, the satisfaction data enced multi-modal MBA professors are able to teach
for the COVID-19 affected term was markedly high-

online and on campus in such a way that students per-

er—on-campus increased from 4.21 to 4.89 (out of 5);

form to their potential in either setting.

online increased from 4.53 to 4.82. By contrast, corpo-
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The Future of Work is Virtual –
Lessons from Online Higher Education
Dr. Sunil Ramlall and Dr. Ted Cross — Western Governors University

W

hat will work look like in the future? students to be successful in the world of work. Our typThe COVID-19 pandemic has forced employ-

ical student is a working adult. As such we have created

ees globally to work from home. As COVID-19 fades,

programs that not only prepare students for jobs but are

will employees return to the office or prefer working flexible for students to complete online. We believe that
virtually? To what extent will productivity, motivation,

some of our learnings, from running online programs,

and engagement be impacted with more employees

can be applied to industry. Even prior to COVID-19,

working virtually? How do organizations respond and academic institutions have been depending on online
facilitate such preferences by some employees?

programs for growth.

Of course, it is not feasible for everyone to work

At the heart of this transformation from office

from home. Healthcare employees, service industry,

to working from home, is the opportunity and necessi-

transportation, and others require employees to be at ty for companies to stay viable and thrive in a rapidly
the office or other locations to perform their work. How-

changing environment. Strategies dictate that compa-

ever, a study cited in Newswire (2020) highlighted that

nies must be exceptional at anticipating what is next

over half of U.S. employees (75 million workers) hold

and reacting in real time. Online education has experi-

jobs and have responsibilities that could be performed, enced massive growth over the past few years. Univerat least in part, from home. It is estimated that there are

sities that are good at understanding such trends have

five million U.S. employees working from home prior to

adapted appropriately and are flourishing.

COVID-19. We are estimating that this can increase to
more than 25 million even after COVID-19 fades. We Online Higher Education as a Guide for Virtual Work
believe that remote work is here to stay.

Why do students pursue their higher education

Consumers are seeking alternatives to the his-

online? Access to quality, relevant, and affordable ed-

torical offerings. Individuals and families are finding

ucation in a flexible structure is appealing to learners.

significant benefits of working from home with no

Learners today are not seeking the historical classroom

sacrifice in productivity. As an example, we at Western semester approach but value the flexibility and conveGovernors University are in the business of preparing nience of online education. Time is foremost among
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considerations for learners. Like higher education, the engagement, satisfaction, and ultimately graduation
future of work is virtual.

from their respective universities (McDougall, 2019).

COVID-19 forced schools, universities, and Caring, genuine concern, supportive guidance, a focus
companies to remote work, causing the explosion of

of social and emotional learning, employee develop-

online learning. This includes brick and mortar in-

ment, and building a sense of community will go a far

stitutions that have been reluctant to offer full online

way to ensure employees are motivated and are staying

degrees. At Western Governors University, we have engaged in a virtual setting.
been working in online higher ed for 23 years and have

For us at WGU with more than 4,000 faculty

found that business education can be done well online.

members, technology plays a key role. Teams meet on

We currently have more than 120,000 students and en-

a regular basis. Managers meet with employees using

rolling steadily each month.

web-based meetings. There are constant interactions

Many universities and colleges across the world among employees all helping to create that sense of
have experienced fast development of technologies,

community. WGU has made it a priority to proactively

changing needs of digital learners and other aspects

build a positive culture using positive psychology and

of the digital era have had a major impact on universi-

focusing on social and emotional learning. The sense

ties and their learning management procedures (Terese- of genuine care, compassion, forgiveness, and seeking
viciene, Trepule, Dauksiene, Tamoliune, & Costa, 2020). happiness through work are evident.
Online education forces students to adopt and practice

Will productivity be impacted with more em-

technologies they will need to work from home and/or

ployees working from home? Neeley (2020) posited

to participate in more digitally structured places of work.

that productivity does not have to go down at all. It can
be maintained, even enhanced, because commutes and

Employee Motivation, Engagement, and Productivity

office distractions are gone. Similarly, students have

in a Virtual Environment

demonstrated that they can pursue their degrees online

Just as in online education, where students’ in-

within similar time as face-to-face programs and even

dividual stories and technology skills are considered complete in shorter times without sacrificing quality
and the need for acceptance and belonging within the (learning outcomes).
online classroom community (Ratliff, 2018), companies have to ensure employees are engaged in a virtual Challenges Working in a Virtual Environment
environment and feel valued. Using a holistic approach

Companies such as Best Buy, Yahoo and Aetna all

to online education has enabled higher levels of student experimented with remote work in years past before tell66

ing employees to come back into the office; remote com-

creating a community of care and an inclusive culture

munication is just not the same (Semuels, 2020). Among

will be critical to reducing these situations.

the major challenges is effective communication or lack
thereof in a virtual environment. Through deliberate strategies and utilizing relevant technology such as Microsoft Conclusion
Teams, Zoom, and others, employees have ample opportunities to minimize these communication challenges.
As more companies shift to remote work fol-

COVID-19 has revealed the need for corporate
resilience and the ability to embrace virtual collaboration tools and practices (Hatfield & Jones, 2020). Com-

lowing the coronavirus pandemic, management may panies that have previously embraced future of work
have to work harder to ensure that all employees are in-

practices are likely well positioned to sustain their op-

cluded and have equal opportunity. It’s a problem most

erations. At the same time, adapting quickly and effec-

companies grapple with even in a normal in-person

tively to a virtual environment will likely enable com-

office environment, but the issue can quickly intensi-

panies to attract and retain the talent that is needed to

fy with distance (Abril, 2020). Furthermore, workplace

drive competitiveness and enable them to win. Higher

isolation can be challenging. Companies are embrac-

education has survived and flourished through the em-

ing a diverse workforce and improving hiring practices phasis on online education. Universities and colleges
to include multicultural talent. While some employees

understood the needs of the learners and adapted. Em-

integrate well, others fall victim to Leader-Member

ployees are seeking opportunities to work from home.

Exchange Theory’s “out-group” category and become

It is the future. The future is now.

estranged (Hunter & Chekwa, 2019). The concept of
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“Cause and Effect” Mnemonic Frames COVID-19
Higher Education “After-Action Review”
J Rudnick Ed.D., N. Hartman, MBA, and A. Schumacher Ph.D. — Thomas More University
“It was the best of times; it was the worst of times.”
—Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities

A

n indisputable truth emerges when reflect-

share selected learning opportunities experienced from

ing on the aftermath and responses catalyzed their front-line higher education experiences. Future

by the COVID-19 pandemic: this epoch disruption

mitigation considerations and recommended areas for

will change the landscape and trajectory of higher ed-

future study are provided.

ucation for many years to come. Frustration, anxiety,
unprepared, abrupt, isolation, uncertainty, unemploy-

Thomas More University—Background

ment, ruinous retirement and disastrous are among a

Thomas More University (TMU) is a Dioce-

litany of “keywords” that emerge when describing emo-

san Catholic university located in the greater Cincin-

tions surrounding this defining historical moment.

nati community of Crestview Hills, KY. The university

Charles Dickens captured a world of opposites

boasts enrollment of some 2,000, comprised of resident

in his classic, Tale of Two Cities, when he described “…

and commuter students as well as a robust adult degree

the best of times…the worst of times.” The simultane-

completion program for undergraduate and graduate

ous blend of chaos, despair, and conflicts was also par-

offerings.

adoxically laced with happiness and hope. Fast forward

TMU adopted Canvas as a technology partner

to the COVID-19 crisis that has arguably been a defin-

and employs two Instructional Designers. Distance

ing moment in history; and is aligned with much of the

learning, through fully online and hybrid/blended

emotional state captured by Dickens when describing

options, was active for roughly 30% of the classes and

life in 1859.

engaging faculty members when the pivoting mea-

This essay will share firsthand experiences of sures required due to the COVID-19 pandemic were
the authors with COVID-19 in higher education, iden-

fully implemented. At the time of the national mitiga-

tify issues and opportunities for improvement, and tion, suspension of face-to-face teaching that included
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higher education engagement, varying levels of virtual “what/why/how” effects of COVID-19—what hapteaching had been active. The pivot and conversion to

pened, why did this happen/how can we help prevent

full engagement for sustaining TMU learning opera-

this from happening again? The “6Ms of production re-

tions was achieved within about two weeks of suspend-

quirements” was chosen from available business strat-

ing the face-to-face teaching format.

egies to facilitate and complement this analysis. Selected “6Ms” – Manpower, Money, Methods, Machinery,
Measurement, and Mother Nature – represent a mne-

Methodology

monic group of characteristic dimensions to consider
when engaging in “cause and effect” brainstorming dis-

After Action Review/ “Root Cause” Analysis

cussions and analyses. (The number and inclusion of

The rationale and importance of a retrospective

“M’s” differ among contributors to the literature. The

analysis can be linked to the lessons from historical

M’s selected for this analysis were those deemed most

events as asserted by nineteenth century Spanish-born

relevant for source considerations.) For the purposes of

American author George Santayana, paraphrased as

this summation, Manpower (human resources or hu-

follows: “Those who cannot remember the past are

man capital), Money (financial considerations/ implica-

doomed to repeat it and understanding history is nec-

tions), Methods (training, processes, policies and pro-

essary to avoid preventable past mistakes.” (www.dic-

cedures), Machinery (technology, bricks and mortar),

tionary.com, 2020).

Measurement (industry benchmarks and measures for

An After-Action Review (AAR) provides a

best practices), and Mother Nature (environmental

“root cause analysis” tool to reflect on areas of challenge

forces outside the control of the enterprise/entity/or-

and opportunities that emerged after the first wave of

ganization) were the selected dimensions employed for

change—in this instance, for Thomas More University

the authors’ analysis. The structured process for TMU

(TMU). The AAR process, used by a team to capture

resulted in the following categorical outcomes:

the lessons learned from past successes and failures,
has the goal of improving future performance. In a mil-

Manpower

itary context, the AAR is used as a process for learn-

• Faculty members expressed skepticism

ing quickly from those in the field. Critical lessons and

concerning the effectiveness of purely

knowledge are shared immediately through this basic

virtual delivery. They expressed a hesitancy to

and simple exercise to optimize the benefit of learning

fully embrace this teaching modality. (what)

from the activity being studied.
The AAR “root cause” tool helped frame the
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• Several faculty members exhibited mild

• A limited budget for additional technology to

“cyberphobia,” fear of technology, with the

support the swift ramp up to meet hardware and

tools associated within the virtual platforms

software needs hindered implementation

such as screen. (what)

expediency. (what)

• Instructional Design manpower is needed to
Methods

effectively design and implement written training
protocols and be available for faculty and

• Written standard work processes for many

students. (how)

protocols, policies, and procedures are lacking (why)

• Some faculty were fearful of potential contagion

• Increased safety presents a positive for distance

and spreading the virus: this fear seemingly

learning. There is less susceptibility to disease

incentivized many faculty members to accept, l

spread/contagion. (why)

learn, and embrace online teaching delivery as a

• Training customers/stakeholders on the product

necessity. (why)

can be tedious; and this is exacerbated by the

• Due to the vendor’s help desk support backlog

lack of written standard work processes.

due to the unilateral shift of all account

(what, how)

institutions to full online delivery, wait times of

• Because there are likely unknown issues that may

several hours for faculty members required TMU

require modifications after additional potential

to pivot and internalize and absorb the help

COVID-19 surface flexibility is needed to address

function within the current TMU staff. (what)

the unknown. (what)
• Technology options for virtual teaching needed

Money

to shift away from the intended modality due to

• A “digital divide” continues to exist in higher

inability for training and ease of faculty member

education. Smart phones, hardware (laptops), l

use. The lack of standardization prompted

lack of broadband internet access, and restrictive

multiple systems to be used. (what)

data plans inhibit universal access for students.
Machinery

The closure of libraries surfaced this individual
resource weakness. The “technology gap”

• Costs for Technology Investment need to be

continues to serve as a barrier to learning.

accounted for to improve distance learning from

(why, what)

the classroom. These needs include more
sophisticated audio-visual support. (how)
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• Virtual learning is not as personal and engaging.

• Evaluate and recommend proactive change

(what)

management exercises for board, faculty

• Training customers/stakeholders on the product

members, students and staff members.

can be tedious (what); further use of survey tools

• Update disaster preparedness organizational

for stakeholder needs can assist with tailoring

structures and communication programs.

future training support. (how)

• Review all contracts and practices for services
delivery with legal counsel to ensure that

Measurement

provisions are made for extenuating

• Resources for instructional design support are

disruptive circumstances such as COVID-19.

low for a 100% TMU class participation for at

Consider whether force majeure clauses should

least a short-range ramp up (what); additional

be considered for stakeholder agreements.

resources should be considered proportionate to

• Consider appropriate delivery models and plan

increased participation. (how)

for increases in technology to increase
self-reliance for unforeseen catastrophic events

Mother Nature

that affect services delivery. Include evaluation of

• The uncertainty of a possible relapse from

the potential needs and relevancy of purposeful

progress being made to ameliorate the virus

redundancies to help address “surprises” for

outbreak may further tax resources and require

technology.

different solutions to manage the disruption

• Engage in a structured process improvement

(what); refinement of mitigation strategies can help

system (e.g., Agile, Lean Six Sigma, Project

anticipate future potential “business disruption.” (how)

Management) to reduce waste (expense) and
optimize revenue for a beneficial return on

Considerations for Mitigation

investment (ROI)

Mitigation opportunities point toward the need for
* Leading Change (Amplification)

proactive education and team exercises to prepare for
future unplanned crises. Considerations include the

In normal circumstances, leading change can

following:

be difficult. Individuals become engrained in a specific

• Evaluate appropriate change leadership strategies

way of doing things and feel that change is an attack

and crisis management theories for activation

on the current state of the organization, or the way

to frame proposed crisis/disaster mitigation.

individuals have been conducting business. During
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COVID 19, change initiatives and their impact have likelihood for buy-in.
been amplified. The approach taken by leaders signifi-

Explaining the financial impact of the failure

cantly affects the response by followers in both normal

to change is another way to overcome resistance. Ex-

and unprecedented times. The following are three ef-

pressing the need for change in dollars and cents can

fective ways to lead change:

awaken even the most ardent resistors. Simply lay out

1. Frequent communication

the impact of what happens if the organization fails to

2. Obtain buy-in

change. For example, if we do not implement plan A,

3. Explain the financial or business needs

we will lose x number of customers or dollars. If we lose

for change

those customers, the financial loss will impact the organization in the following ways. The impact could be

Communicating with stakeholders improves

in reduction of workforce, loss of matching retirement

the likelihood of trust within the organization. Lead-

contributions, or failure to fulfill the organization’s

ers who communicate early and often avoid the pitfalls mission. During COVID-19, leaders who possessed a
that a lack of transparency bring, namely confusion firm grip on the organization’s financial standing and
and gossip. Communication at regular intervals shows

explained scenarios that could occur if change agility

followers that they are important and valued. Commu-

measures failed are the ones most likely to lead their or-

nication is a very inexpensive way to keep people in-

ganizations successfully through these unprecedented

formed and content. Emails, social media usage, and

times.

virtual meetings have shown to be effective forms of
Discussion

communication during COVID-19.
Every change initiative requires buy-in. Leaders

The COVID-19 pandemic can be described as

who fail to gain buy-in are often short-term solutions. an amorphic, catastrophic event that has not discrimThe damage they leave behind often outweighs any suc-

inated against what or who is affected. Effects of the

cess that may have occurred. In order to obtain buy- pandemic have heightened an awareness of shortcomin, leaders should hold sessions that resemble political ings; and through this analysis, brought further clarity
town hall meetings. Voices need to be heard. During to these issues, and helped identify and prioritize opCOVID-19, meetings held via virtual meeting software

portunities for amelioration.

programs allowed for input. Leaders must listen and

Relevant and likely useful “recommendations

demonstrate empathy toward those whom the change

for future study” are suggested as follows:

will impact. Doing so builds trust and increases the

• A focus on refinement of current online delivery
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to include the ramifications of “high-flex”

and effective modes of preferred training can

options.

prepare faculty members with requisite skills for

• An assessment of the ideal types of leadership

effective online teaching.

(e.g., Autocratic, Situational, Transformational)
to embrace for crisis scenarios. The full wake

The authors conclude that AAR and root cause

of the indiscriminate disruption created by the

analysis are useful tools from the “abundant quiver” of

global coronavirus, COVID-19; forebodes a

potential strategies from which leaders can discern and

daunting future adjustment for higher

select. While admittedly not exhaustive for problem

education.

identification and solutions to manage all challenges,

• A survey and examination of current faculty

these simple and basic tools/methods should be con-

member knowledge. Variables such as age, and

sidered to guide higher education process improve-

academic discipline likely affects online teaching

ment initiatives.

acumen. Determining the level of faculty
member familiarity, including adjunct faculty;
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How One Business School Used the COVID-19 Crisis
to Keep Students Engaged While
Practicing Social Distancing
Wanda L Rutledge, Ph.D., MBA and Leonard Williams, MBA — New Jersey City University

T

he world changed in spring 2020. Most Amer-

Students, who were juggling life, work, family,

ican universities closed their campuses and went

and school were distracted and disoriented. Learning

to online instruction and student interaction for the was relative and so was the assessment of learning.
better part of the semester, following state and federal

Some days it was enough to log on to Zoom, sans video

guidelines in response to the COVID-19 virus. Over-

and sans microphone, because it was just too hard to be

night, daily work and learning patterns were disrupted. seen or heard.
Face-to-face, peer-to-peer and student with faculty in-

In the School of Business at New Jersey City

teraction was abruptly halted. Everyone scrambled to University, deep in the heart of one of the epicenters
get class content online. Family members were getting of the coronavirus in Jersey City, New Jersey, we began
sick, some dying, some losing jobs, facing furloughs,

to grapple with how to keep students engaged in learn-

or perhaps more stressful, many were frontline first re-

ing when their world was falling apart. It went beyond

sponders, “essential workers” who could not stay home

the classroom. In the past year, we had insisted that all

but faced a pandemic with possible infection every day. faculty who were or were planning to teach online beLooking back, we see a patchwork quilt of come Quality Matters certified. We had also just moved
responses to delivering all course content in an online to a fully digital e-text program throughout the curricenvironment. Some faculty rose to the occasion and

ulum in the School of Business. These small measures

were rock stars; students said it was one of their best set up the infrastructure to pivot to online delivery
and most empowered semesters. Most did not feel so

marginally more smoothly than some. This allowed us

engaged. Faculty struggled to deliver typical lectures to shift our focus to outside the classroom engagement
in a recorded format with occasional email tests. There

for existing students and for potential incoming fresh-

have been many stories and articles written about the

men or transfers.

extreme dissatisfaction students experienced with how

The goal was global and somewhat amorphous–

many colleges responded. Some of the complaints have

retention, recruitment, and inclusion. What would that

grown into lawsuits demanding tuition refunds (Dick-

look like and how would we know if we were success-

ler, 2020).

ful? There was so much we did not know.
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The one thing of which we were certain howev-

ed to as they came of age. For those born after 1996,

er, from anecdotal text messages from students, Zoom these are largely assumed.”
meetings with faculty, and from the daily media bom-

And, so, the format was designed to get out in

bardment, telecommuting and virtual learning meant

front of our target audience (students, prospective stu-

that high school and college students, parents, and dents, alumni, local corporate partners, family memworking potential graduate and adult students were

bers) and control the narrative around the NJCU School

significantly increasing their screen time (Andrews, of Business brand. We would adapt to the current sit2020). It was not the time to “go dark” but to find

uation, using long-form content and maximizing so-

non-traditional ways to engage with social media and cial media. Our Assistant to the Dean for Enrollment
digital programming. Many were spending more and Management, Leonard (Lenny) Williams, a millennial
more time online and seeking out trusted sources for himself, suggested the framework. It would go beyond
consumption of their news, information, and ideas.

hard-core recruitment and focus instead on providing

In the Dean’s office, staff stepped up with ideas good quality content about current topics of interest
and creative responses. The result was what we have (i.e. what stocks to consider when the market crashed
come to call a digital platform for “Career, Class, and

by NJCU’s Student Investment Management Group).

Convos.” It would be a platform to meet the needs of The programming would start with some of our relaexisting students, the needs of the community, and the tively new young faculty who are passionate about their
needs of potential students. The founding principle of subject matter, looking at some of our new degree prothe engagement would be to “Build Trust.” With a ca-

grams or those that might need a boost in enrollment,

cophony of news, blogs, political messaging, and ram-

while thinking about how to weave in application of the

pant disinformation or wrong information, we wanted

program content relative to the pandemic crisis, and re-

our outreach to be the calm in the chaos. We were fur-

cord the output.

ther influenced by data from the Pew Research Center

The programming evolved into a virtual talk show

from January 2019 about Defining generations: Where

format, with a host, (Lenny Williams) who provided the

Millennials end and Generation Z begins that says, “…

set up and questions, faculty who could answer questions

Millennials (defined as ages 23-38 in 2019) are the most

about real world application, students who were involved

racially and ethnically diverse adult generation in the in the programming and/or industry professionals with
nation’s history. Yet the next generation – Generation Z

their take on the current environment, and our career ser-

(ages 7–22 in 2019) – is even more diverse,” (Dimock,

vices director talking about the impact on jobs. We chose

2019). Further, Dimock (2019) says, “Social media, the long-form content format that has been supported by
constant connectivity and on-demand entertainment a number of bloggers in respected circles of the social meand communication are innovations Millennials adapt-

dia universe (Sukhraj, 2016; Ahmad, 2017; Baker, 2020).
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We used a combination of Instagram Live and with NJCU.
Zoom (recorded and archived). Marketing was a push

We created a landing page for archiving digital

through the School of Business Instagram, Facebook,

recordings and making them on-demand for anyone

Twitter, and reinforced by staff and faculty Zoom ses-

who missed them (specifically linking to high schools

sions, Blackboard (our student learning management

and community college partners to share with their stu-

system) messaging and WhatsApp. There was a regular

dents or recent graduates). Each link allows anyone to

time slot – Thursdays at 12:00 noon and 12:30 pm for access information for a more personalized Virtual Cofthe programming so viewers would know when to log fee Chat or even an Instant Decision Day. Added to this
on and join the conversation.

archival web page, is a virtual tour link for prospects.

Some of the topics included:

Some statistics collected between April 9 and June 11,

• The Power of Credit Budgeting and Credit –

2020:

NJCU 2020 Graduate and Wells Fargo Service

• 63% increase in Instragram followers

Manager

• From 0 to 760 Instagram Live Viewers

• How to Build a Website and E-Commerce Tips

• 220 Zoom Live viewers (still counting

– NJCU 2020 Graduate and Employee

because the archived videos will have

Common Thread Collective

additional viewers moving forward)

• LinkedIn and Personal Branding – NJCU
Director of Career Services Essentials

There was one other aspect to the platform.

• Contemporary Issues in The Hospitality Industry-

Many of the programs exemplified inclusion by featur-

NJCU Hospitality Faculty, Expedia and Hyatt

ing guests, speakers, industry professionals, alumni and
friends of diverse backgrounds in race, ethnicity, gender,

Through the “Career, Class, and Convos” industry profile, and economic standing. The faculty
themed programming, the NJCU School of Business

and student body, already diverse in many ways but still

gradually became a new trusted source for content and reeling from the recent protests and unrest, highlighted
thereby a trusted place for continued education. Where different faces, different perspectives, and different lancolleges had long erected hurdles to applications and guage but highly reflective of our target audience. The
enrollment with SAT minimums, GRE’s or GMAT’s,

platform has evolved and developed a following.

and other firewalls to the education found behind our

What have we learned in a very short time?

academic walls, we were starting a conversation. We

Words matter. Messages matter. Creating a quiet space

became a resource for the students looking to take a

for learning, speaking, and engaging is one way the

gap year to wait out the COVID-19 while still accessing

NJCU School of Business is making a difference.

free knowledge and developing an organic relationship
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You Don’t Know My Story:
Feeling Unconnected in an Existing Online Course
Kenneth Williams, Ph.D. — Kettering University

A

s we quickly transitioned from on-cam-

to be sensitive and flexible to the challenges and adjust-

pus learning to virtual learning, I focused on the ments students would have transitioning from learning

mechanics of conducting classes through the use of new on-campus to learning virtually.
technologies and new pedagogies. As a faculty member,

The terms online learning, virtual learning, dis-

I am constantly reminded, and rightfully so, to maintain

tance learning, and e-learning are different; although

the high quality of learning seamlessly. In doing so, I fo-

often used interchangeably (Moore, Dickson-Deane,

cused on the emotions and adjustments of the on-cam-

& Galyen, 2011). The common characteristic is the use

pus students who transitioned to a virtual environment. of technology in learning. The difference between the
I neglected the possibility of emotional adjustments that terms is how students engage in the learning (Moore et
an existing online student might be experiencing.

al., 2011). Universally, educators do not agree on what

I am a faculty member at a private, non-profit

each term means (Anderson, 2008; Lowenthal & Wil-

university that specializes in science, technology, engi-

son, 2010). At my university, online learning is asyn-

neering, mathematics, and business. I teach accounting

chronous with little-to-no virtual, face-to-face interac-

and finance courses, both undergraduate and graduate, tion and virtual learning is synchronous, face-to-face
as well as on-campus and online. I have not been on cam-

interaction during a normal class day and time.

pus since mid-March when the physical campus closed

I was prepared and confident to be aware and

and all on-campus courses went virtual. One week prior address student concerns or adjustments from on-camto going virtual, all faculty, both full-time and adjunct,

pus to virtual. However, what about the student who

went through mandatory scheduled sessions to learn

was already learning off-campus in an online environ-

how to conduct their courses virtually using Blackboard

ment? I did not imagine I would face challenges or

Collaborate. I was already familiar with the workings of emotional adjustments from students already taking
Blackboard Collaborate since I teach online courses. All classes in an online environment. I faced the challenges
faculty were encouraged and supported in the mechan-

and emotional adjustments from one such student in

ics of conducting classes virtually. We were reminded

my online graduate course.
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The situation stemmed after the first week of the

I responded to the student and suggested that

online course when the students received their grade

we talk over the phone. We ended up meeting virtu-

for the first discussion forum. In my reflection of the ally via Google Meet. What I most appreciated (and I
first week’s discussion forum, I commented how several believe the student appreciated) was we did not have a
students waited until late Friday evening, as discussion

discussion or debate; we had a conversation. This com-

forums end on Friday at 11:59 p.m., to respond to fel-

munication distinction is very important. Garmston and

low students’ posts. I commented how responding ear-

Wellman (1999) described four ways of talking: discus-

lier can generate more enlightening, informative, and

sion, debate, dialogue, and conversation. Discussion is

insightful discussions. Responding earlier also allows talk that has a purpose, often to make a decision. Debate
learners time to respond to any questions, requests for is an extreme form of discussion, in which people take
clarifications, or any other new insights made by fellow

sides and advocate for their side; they leave no room for

students and me. These comments triggered a high-

compromise. Dialogue is more structured than conver-

ly-charged, emotional response from a student.

sation, but less structured than discussion or debate. Di-

The student sent me an email expressing concern

alogue engages people in building their understanding

and offense about my comments. The student informed

of an issue, without the pressure to make decisions or

me that his schedule included working a full-time job

be right. Conversation consists of casual, friendly talk

while facing the possibility of layoff, owning and man-

about personal and social matters; it’s usually not direct-

aging a small business for six years that was negatively

ed or facilitated (Garmston & Wellman, 1999).

impacted by the COVID-19 crisis, and administering a

The student started the conversation by apolo-

food pantry at his church with his wife. The student in-

gizing to me as he felt he had been disrespectful. I told

formed me that only he and his wife administered the

him while I appreciated the apology, it was not neces-

food pantry since the other volunteers were over 60 years sary, nor had I in any way felt disrespected. The student
in age and advised not to help at this time. The student

did most of the talking and I did most of the listening.

and his wife have four young children, very confused

Our conversation lasted nearly two hours. The student

about the current health crisis. The student was facing

told me all about what he was going through during

17-18 hour days with his schedule and did not have the

this COVID-19 pandemic and how it was impacting

capacity for working on class assignments every night. his personal and professional responsibilities.
The student informed me that my comments lacked em-

My class was the student’s fifth course in his MBA

pathy and consideration for schedules and what people

degree program. He earned A’s in all of his prior courses.

may be going through during this crisis.

His goal is to graduate his MBA program with a 4.0 grade
80

point average. His fear was my class might be an obsta-

things that I’ve come through; you cannot imagine the

cle in achieving that goal. The student’s standards are his

pain, the trials I’ve had to endure…” (Kee, 2012). The

work must be exemplary and views grades as a reflection

student just needed to tell his story.

of him and his efforts. The student wished he had not sent

Transitioning students from on-campus learn-

the message while his emotional reaction was high. The

ing to virtual learning has primarily been about the

student just needed to vent his fears and frustrations. The

technologies, the pedagogies, the learning outcomes,

student needed someone to take time to listen and try to the assessments, and the emotional adjustments of
understand what he was going through.

on-campus students being quarantined. While we

As educators, we are called to do more than have rightfully focused on a smooth transition for our
teach and engage in scholarly activities. We are called on-campus students to engage in virtual learning, we
to serve our students as coaches and mentors, and even cannot get caught-up only in the technology, tools, and
therapists. I have no formal training as a therapist, so I

logistics. Depending on the situation and the reason

would definitely refer a student to the appropriate in-

for the interaction, I was reminded to replace the word

dividual, department, or agency. However, you do not

“student” with the word “person or individual”. I was

have to be a trained therapist to listen. The student was

also reminded not to take our existing online students

not looking for answers; just an interested, disinterest-

for granted. I learned how online students can feel iso-

ed person to express his fears, frustrations, challenges, lated and disconnected being quarantined, just like our
and hopes due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The situa-

on-campus students may now be feeling.

tion reminded me of a few lyrics from a gospel song as
follows: “You don’t know my story; you don’t know the
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